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Product Segmentation

%

Ballasted

4.2

Green roof

5.3

Inverted Ballasted

0.7

Inverted Green Roof

0.3

Other

0.2

/cont.

John Brash Recruits University Engineer
John Brash Ltd, UK manufacturer of timber
products for the roofing industry, will take
on a student, to be tasked with helping
reduce the company’s heating bills to
make it ‘greener’.
They are one of the first organisations to
offer work placements for trainee engineers
at the University of Derby as part of a new
Masters degree.

Employment
Total number of employees

1177

Employees involved in spm

318 (27%)

Employees under 30 involved in spm

40

The University is responding to a reported
skills gap in engineering skills and has
launched the (MSc) in Innovative
Engineering Solutions course, beginning
in September 2014.

(13%)

What are the most important factors in growing each
supplier’s spm business?
%
Price

21

Quality of product and service

21

Special Industry Report: the UK Single Ply
Roofing Sector

Brand awareness

21

Training

8

Multi material offer

8

The UK Single Ply Roofing Association (SPRA) whose members are manufacturers,
suppliers and contractors of single ply roofing systems here publish the results of an
independent survey on the current value of its 12 primary members to the UK roofing
industry and its stakeholders, sector trends, potential exports, types of systems,
employment and key influencers.

Sustainability

8

Long Guarantees

8

None

5

Trade in single ply membranes is throughout all regions of the UK with three
companies trading internationally from the UK. The majority trade in Ireland from the
UK and one company is considering exporting to Asia.

What are the most important factors in growing the overall
UK spm sector?
%

Brian Lancaster, Production Director at John Brash Ltd, said: “We are excited by this
opportunity to work with an engineering Masters student. We have already defined a
project for them; to maximise the utilisation of our waste products to reduce our
heating bills, carbon emissions and improve our green credentials.”
Angela Dean, Head of School of Engineering and Technology, added: “This is a
fantastic opportunity for the University and employers to work together to develop
workforce engineering skills through postgraduate study.

BSI Wants Your Opinions

Quality of product and service

25

BSI is inviting comments on two British Standards being written at the moment.

Design and product differentiation

7

Product awareness

7

l £355 million of total annual sales turnover (all roofing products)

Environmental impact

9

l £68 million Total annual sales turnover in single ply membrane systems

User confidence

9

l 5.1 million m² of material sold (excluding membrane faced metal)

Client needs

9

Price

9

None

5

BS 1192-4 - Collaborative production of information Part 4: Fulfilling employers
information exchange requirements using COBie - Code of practice, defines the UK
usage of COBie, an internationally agreed information exchange scheme for delivering
facility information to the asset. It is relevant to both buildings and infrastructure,
and will become one of the key BIM Level 2 deliverables mandated for use on all
Government construction projects by 2016. Its use will enable asset owners to specify
their requirements to the supply chain, and receive in return structured operational
data at asset handover. Comments can be made until 31 July.
http://drafts.bsigroup.com/Home/Details/53020

Revenue and Volume (end of 2012)

Outlook for Single Ply Membrane (2013 and 2014)
l Year-end sales turnover forecast of £73m in single ply membrane systems
(spm) in 2013, up 7.3% on 2012
l Year-end volume forecast in 2013 of 5.4million m² of spm in 2013, up 5.8% on
2012

Which in priority are the most important bodies in the
purchase of your spm?
%
Clients

18

l A 7% increase forecast for 2014 in sales turnover

Architects

34

l An 8.1% increase forecast for 2014 in volume m².

Surveyors

3

Main Contractors

11

Roofing Contractors

34

Market Segmentation
Approximate proportions (%) of spm in each of the following sectors:%
Industrial
12%
Commercial
46%
House Building
22%
Domestic
6%
Other
14%
Spm business in the private sector 55% and public sector 45%
Spm business in new build 66% and refurbishment 34%
Product Segmentation
Mechanically attached
Fully adhered
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%
59.1
30.2

Chasing the Cowboys

James Talman, CEO of the Single Ply Roofing Association
said, “The outlook is positive for our industry with turnover
growth anticipated at 7% year-on-year.
“With two-thirds of Single Ply Membrane business coming
from the New Build sector - and continued growth predicted
in construction - it's a great time to be involved in single ply
roofing.
“Quality of product and service topped the survey as 'the
most important factor in growing the UK SPM sector', and
SPRA is at the forefront of the industry, setting the quality
standard for single ply roofing systems.”

In a recent TV episode of Channel 5’s ‘Cowboy Builders’,
Roofing Today contributor Don Waterworth, was recognised
for his part in chasing a cowboy contractor out of town.
The show’s presenter Dom Littlewood heard that that Don’s
Expert Report prepared for the Court as well as advice and
guidance given by building surveyor Don to Mr & Mrs
Bramley of Pontefract, assisted them in successfully pursuing
a contractor in the Pontefract County Court and being
awarded £5,000.00 in damages plus costs.
Don said, “It is important to all trades people that the
shoddy, cowboy element of the industry is punished for
ripping off the consumer. These cowboys damage all of the
industry.”

SipBuild UK’s Ambitious Plans
Lead to Relocation

European Standards
Adoption of Structural Eurocodes in the UK Building
Regulations means that the basis for structural and
geotechnical design within the UK has now shifted from
withdrawn British Standards to European Standards.
Publication of the Eurocodes started in 2002 and was completed in 2006, with full
implementation by CEN members in 2010.
This is an opportunity to influence the Eurocode 'Evolution' process, by identifying
areas in particular where the Eurocodes most need improvement in terms of coverage,
clarity, economy etc. Comments can be made until 15 August at
http://shop.bsigroup.com/Browse-By-Subject/Eurocodes/Eurocodes-2014-systematicreviews/

Domestic Solar PV Installations Up 25% on
Last Year
At the end of May this year there were 526,771 under 4kW (domestic) solar
photovoltaic installations, showing an increase of 25% on the same month last year.
Domestic size (<4kW) installations represent 64% of the total installed capacity of
2,378.1MW of all PV installations.

Yorkshire-based SipBuild UK, supplier of Structural Insulated
Panels (SIPs) has moved into a 5,000 sq ft manufacturing site
in Normanton ready for its next phase of growth.
Since the company was created in May 2012 it has grown
with the revival of the building industry and seen increasing
demand for SIP structures.
SipBuild UK managing director Chris Duckworth said: “The
construction revival really is taking off and SIPs are
becoming an increasingly mainstream construction method.
Our new site should see us through the next few years of
growth as we consolidate our position as the UK’s leading
supplier of SIP structures.
“It has been really helpful for a number of projects we’re
working on, like the addition of six classrooms at Allerton
Bywater primary school and a block of flats which is part of
the Battersea regeneration project in London.”
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Seasonal Warning for Roofers

Guidance for Use of Gas Torches
After growing concern over the number of roof fires caused by gas torches,
the National Federation of Roofing Contractors (NFRC) has been working
with members to identify the dangers and address the insurance
implications for contractors.
Bill Jenkins, NFRC technical manager, said: "One of the concerns was that
there was scope for manufacturers to provide specifications which
contractors weren’t actually insured to undertake. Initially we asked
manufacturers to stop writing specifications for torch-on systems where
there are combustible decks and details.

Roofers are being warned to protect themselves from the risk of skin
cancer, as the Great British summer kicks up a gear. Hot seasonal
weather brings intense sunshine and poses a serious threat to roofers,
says ECIS, the employee benefits company for the construction
industry. According to research, construction workers are nine times
more likely to get skin cancer than people in other jobs. ECIS
highlights the risks for roofers and offers practical tips on how to
protect their skin from the sun’s harmful rays.
“It’s not unusual to see tradespeople working outside strip off their
shirts when the hot weather hits, but going topless carries a serious
risk of skin cancer,” explains Phil Scarrett, of ECIS. “Some building
sites are already taking action and stop staff from working shirtless.
This is a step forward and helps raise awareness of the harm sun
exposure can cause to workers outdoors and on rooftops all day, every
day.”
Too much sunlight is harmful to skin because ultraviolet (UV) rays
cause damage, which can lead to skin cancer. Although most people
still like the look of a golden tan, it is a sign that the skin has been
damaged and should be avoided. Roofers should take care and protect
themselves, especially if they have fair or freckled skin, red or fair hair
and a large number of moles. However, all skin colours need to take
care, particularly if they work outside most of the time.
Phil Scarrett concludes “The roofing industry is very aware of the risk
of accidental death and injury at work and has made great strides in
reducing those risks. However, the danger of skin cancer tends to
receive less focus when it comes to managing health and safety, even
though it’s a risk workers face every day. The good news is that a few
simple, inexpensive precautions can help roofers and other
construction workers stay safe, even when the sun shines.”

Reduce the Risk of Skin Cancer
- Top Tips for Roofers
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•

Cover up: Keep your shirt on to prevent the risk of sun burn. Try to
protect your neck also by covering it with a hat flap or a scarf.

•

Stay in the shade: during your breaks, head for the shade to give your
skin some relief

•

Slap it on: Always wear a high factor sunscreen of at least SPF15 and
a high star rating on any exposed skin.

•

Reapply: Remember to reapply sun cream, every few hours

•

Wear shades: Don’t forget to protect your eyes. Wear sunglasses with
100% UV protection

•

Stay hydrated: drink plenty of water to avoid dehydration

•

Get it checked: Check your skin for unusual moles or spots. See your
GP immediately if a mole changes shape, size or colour or starts
itching or bleeding

“Contractors could run into the problem that if they’ve tendered for the
work, they are liable to do it, and if they try to change the specification
they run into trouble with the manufacturer and with the client. In such a
situation the contractor can be stuck in the middle wanting the work, but
not wanting the risks."
Now a ‘Responsible Specification Checklist’ has been produced which
contractors can use on site. If a contractor ticks any of the boxes then the
advice is not to use a torch-on system.
Bill explains: "We’ve identified a number of details that are at risk, for
example where a flat roof abuts a pitched roof – a common one for
domestic work, but there are a number of other examples. For instance, if
there is use of a plywood deck and there is a gap between the plywood
sheets then the flame can get through the gaps. Plywood itself may be
safe, but the problem is handling the joints and it’s just drawing attention
to such potential problems."

The checklist has received approval from the HSE and it has circulated
copies to their inspectors.
"There’s absolutely nothing wrong with torch-on in the right situation, it
works and it’s perfectly safe providing you are not burning up something
that’s combustible." Bill added.
The Checklist is available from www.nfrc.co.uk

Bilco Latest Member of SPRA
Bilco UK Ltd has become a member of the Single Ply Roofing Association
(SPRA). The company, which manufactures and
supplies CE-marked natural smoke and heat exhaust
ventilators (NSHEVs), floor doors, fixed vertical and
retractable ladders, is also to assist in the drafting of
guidance on the installation of roof access hatches
and NSHEVs for single ply roofs.
James Fisher, General Manager for Bilco, says it is a
logical move for Bilco to join SPRA.

New SIG Roofing Brand
Following a major rebrand and restructure by the newly formed SIG UK
Exteriors - formerly SIG Roofing & Roofline - a new division has been
created dedicated to roofing. Named SIG Roofing, this new division
replaces SIG Roofing Supplies and Roofshop.
SIG Roofing now a more easily identifiable brand for customers. As well as
incorporating all roofing branches previously belonging to SIG Roofing
Supplies and Roofshop, there are now three sub-brands for specialist
categories of roofing - industrial roofing, design and technology, and zinc
and copper.
To ease the rebrand process and to demonstrate ongoing loyalty to the 130
SIG Roofing Supplies and Roofshop branches, the existing identity of each
branch will sit alongside the flagship SIG logo for a transitional period of
about one year. This is also testament to SIG UK Exteriors’ mission to
deliver a national voice with a local accent.
This latest development has been driven by the brand promise ‘Make it
Happen’, and a separate division - SIG Building Plastics - will target the
windows, roofline, drainage and sheet materials sectors. Recently acquired
businesses, merchant brands and own label brands such as SIGA Slate and
FIX-R will remain separate to the roofing division.
The rebrand is currently being rolled out across all roofing branches and
will take on new signage, in-store branding, merchandise and point of sale
displays, vehicle livery and uniforms. A high profile
media campaign will run until the year end and a new
website www.sigroofing.co.uk has also been
introduced.
Commenting on this latest development, Philip Johns
Managing Director of the newly formed SIG UK
Exteriors, said: “SIG Roofing Supplies’ previous
assortment of branches and separate identities created
confusion and misunderstanding amongst its customers. Now, by creating
a dedicated brand for the roofing sector that is instantly recognisable and
understandable, we are confident that we can add even greater value to
our roofing customer proposition.”
As part of this new customer proposition, the focus will be on four areas:
m To increase branch efficiency, a new IT system will be introduced,
along with a specially developed integrated Customer Relationship
Management (CRM) and accounting system.
m Two primary sectors have been identified, namely Roofing and
Building Plastics, and the company’s internal structure has been split
accordingly. By providing a clear focus to these two areas, customers
will be able to source the right product at the right location.
m A core range of products has been developed that will be available at
any time and at any branch, providing customers with a ‘familiar
sense of relief’, regardless of where they are in the country.
m There will be a strong focus on ensuring that customers obtain the
right products, in the right places, in the right quantities, at the right
time, via the company’s 200+ depots nationwide and its national
logistics network.

He commented, “As manufacturers of high quality products which are
essential in the construction of many single ply roofs, it seemed a natural
choice for us to become members of SPRA.
“We make a great deal of information, from BIM models to CAD drawings
and installation guides, available for download from our website, and this
fits in well with the SPRA ethos of sharing knowledge and best practice for
the industry. We are pleased to be sharing our expertise in compiling a
new design guide as careful installation of our products is essential for a
long lasting and robust result.”

BRE Shames DCLG with New Homes
Standard

BRE has launched a consultation across the industry to develop a
voluntary sustainability standard for new homes. It is inviting all those
involved with the delivery of housing as well as consumers to have
their say on what should be included in the standard.
The announcement comes in the wake of the recent Department for
Communities & Local Government Housing Standards Review (HSR)
and subsequent proposed changes to the regulatory landscape. These
include the dissolution of the Code for Sustainable Homes and the
incorporation of some of its elements into the building regulations.
Director of BREEAM Gavin Dunn said ‘We have our own ideas on the
critical issues we need to address in future housing delivery. It is
essential that the industry and homeowners engage with us so we
can provide increased quality and choice for the consumer, and drive
innovation and improvements across the housing supply chain.’
The standard will be developed for the UK and can be adapted for
specific local circumstances. It will use an easy to understand,
consumer focused rating system, says BRE. Significantly the standard
aims to tackle the performance gap issue, ensuring that the home is
performing as designed and if not to recommend a course of action the
home owner can take.
Dunn added ‘Our remit at BRE has always been to catalyse positive
change in the built environment for the benefit of people, the
environment and the economy. Look at any other sector – automotive,
IT, communications – these sectors are continuously improving their
products - why should housing be any different?’
The consultation process is open until 25th July 2014 and the
standard will be ready for roll out next Spring, BRE says.

£8.5m on Green Deal Home
Improvement Fund in First 2 Weeks
As the number of Green Deal assessments rose in May, the Green
Deal Home Improvement Fund received 2,821 applications in its first
two weeks.
1,415 vouchers were issued with a total value of £8,514,800 which will
be paid for energy efficiency home improvements from public funds.

The new flagship logo of SIG Roofing. Forming part of SIG UK Exteriors, formerly
SIG Roofing & Roofline, this new division takes in 130 roofing branches across the
UK. For a transitional period, the existing identity of each branch will sit alongside
the new logo.

Gregory Barker, Minister for Energy and Climate Change said: “It’s
great that May was such a successful month for the Green Deal with
23,811 assessments carried out – the second highest rate ever. And
it’s even more encouraging that 76% of people who’ve had a Green
Deal Assessment are taking action.
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Roofing Awards

Roofing Awards 2014
Winners
On Friday 16th May, the ninth
annual Roofing Awards took place
at the Hilton Metropole Hotel in
central London.
The Roofing Awards recognise and
reward outstanding roofing
projects in the major roofing
disciplines. The finalists and
winners are selected based on
demonstrated quality
workmanship, technical difficulties
encountered, problem solving,
environmental and aesthetic
qualities. The entries are judged
by a panel of independent
construction professionals.
t
t

The Awards were also the
occasion of NFRC past President
Graeme Millar handing over his
duties officially to the new NFRC
President Andrew Turnball.
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t

Roof Tiling
Clarke Roofing Southern
Ltd
Hollybridge, Tunbridge
Wells
The project was a new build
country house using
reclaimed peg tiles and new
plain tiles.
n The original property
was demolished and the
tiles re-used with additional
reclaimed peg tiles sourced.
n The planners requested
the building and roof blend
in with the local vernacular.

NFRC Health & Safety Champion
2014 went to Lee Smith of
Longworth Building Services. His
attitude to health and safety
underwent a positive change as a
young worker, following a
motivational talk from someone
who had fallen from a ladder. Now
he speaks with confidence and
depth at tool box talks becoming an
example of somebody who thinks of
others in ensuring safe working.

t

This year there were 275 entries
and a record 700 guests arrived at
the Roofing Awards to be a part of
this prestigious event, which was
jointly hosted by TV Presenter and
Interior Designer Linda Barker and
NFRC Chief Executive Ray
Horwood (pictured above).

Roof Slating
B & D Roofing & Building Ltd
Jeffrey House, Edinburgh
This was a re-roofing of an arts and
crafts centre in new and reclaimed
Westmoreland Green slates.
n The reclaimed ‘peggies’ (small
random slates) were nailed direct to the
sarking boards.
n The main feature is the conical turret
with inset dormer and a lead turret.

Roof Sheeting
Lakesmere Ltd
Heathrow Eastern Terminal (T2a), Middlesex
n 45,000m2 of waveform roof with stringent acoustic, thermal and energy
performance criteria.
n This project set a new national record for hours worked without reportable
incidents of 5 million RIDDOR-free hours.
Supporting companies: Kalzip, Brett Martin, CA Group
Reinforced Bituminous
Membrane

BBR Roofing Ltd
The Oasis, Meadowhall
Shopping Centre
The project was to replace
existing single ply roof
covering to food court area
with new waterproof
membrane including
removal of existing
ballasted warm roof back
to original waterproofing.
n Working over controlled
areas so as not to allow
water ingress and affect
equipment which could
not be decommissioned.
n Temporary
re-arrangement allowed
the Alumasc mono roofing
membrane system to be
installed and fittings
correctly made.
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t

Heritage Roofing
Claude N Smith Ltd
The Laurels, Stilton, Peterborough
The re-roofing of a private house in Collyweston Slates.
n The existing slates were re-used on the 200 year old
roof with reclaimed slates used from the contractor’s
own stock and quarry to make up the deficiency.
n The slates were hand-dressed and parted into
sizes using a traditional slater’s rule as well as bedded
using lime mortar and pointed with weep holes.
The
dormer
tops were
by Rutland
Leadwork.

Solar Roofing
Bauder Ltd working with J Randall
Roofing Contractors Ltd
Tintern Abbey, Mommouthshire
This project was for the refurbishment
of Tintern Abbey Gift Shop roof with
310m2 of reinforced bitumen
membrane system along with stateof-the-art photovoltaic solar panels.
n The Bauder SOLfixx Plus PV system
allows for web-based monitoring of
the individual solar modules,
effectively identifying any
irregularities, particularly beneficial
for use on partially shaded roof areas.
n The 57 PV modules
enable the Abbey to
generate at least 14.05
megawatt hours of solar
power each year.

t

The Lead Sheet Association’s Young Lead Worker of
the Year award went to Harry Blain¸ a self-employed
leadworker from Leicester. He scooped the award for his
methodical approach and meticulous attention to detail,
with the neatest and most technically correct leadwork.

Single Ply Roofing
IKO plc with Briggs Amasco
Blacon Crematorium, Chester
n The contractor had to carefully plan
the works because of the unusual shape
of the curved roof.
n U-value targets of a 28% reduction
against Building Regulations combined
with acoustic noise reductions all added
up to a target design that required a fully
bonded roofing system never before
seen in the UK.
t

t

t

Vertical Cladding and Rainscreen
Lakesmere Ltd
First Direct Arena, Leeds
The UK’s first, purpose-built
‘fan-shaped’ arena with
unique honeycombed
external facade
incorporating a multiskinned envelope.
n The contractor suggested
using a built-up cladding
system featuring aluminium shingles and perforated rainscreen
cladding which are brought to life with kaleidoscopic lighting.
n BREEAM Very Good rating makes the arena the most
sustainable in the UK.
Supporting Company: Euroclad

Liquid Applied Waterproofing
Tor Coatings with Roofing
Consultants Ltd
Leeds Corn Exchange, Leeds
The project involved the
treatment of the glazing bars
and glass to the large glass
dome roof light to give 20 years
durability.
n Each application had to be
completed in stages adding to the complexity and
logistics surrounding the access on to the glass dome
itself, which was only by rope access.
n The application was a delicate process, with the
system applied in three coats to each glazing bar whilst
ensuring the glass panels were kept clean between
t

t

n The main barrel roof was installed in standing
seam method with particular attention to interfaces
with a low pitch central area, which was renovated to
provide ventilation to the auditorium.
n The contractor developed the use of rhomboid shingles for use on the four
tower roofs and a feature finial was requested at the apex of each of the towers.

t

Fully Suppported Metal Roofing
Richardson Roofing Co. Ltd.
Penarth Pier, Cardiff
The refurbishment and restoration of a Pavilion
Building at the Grade II listed Pier in natural sheet zinc.
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NFRC Safety in Roofing Awards – those
who scored the highest within their
roofing discipline were Dougall Roofing
&
Waterproofing
Solutions Ltd for
slating and tiling;
and
Industrial
Building
Solutions for flat
roofing; and
Impwood
Roofing
Company for
industrial roofing
and cladding.
t

Exceptional Contribution to
Training in partnership with CITB
went to Mike Fildes of Fildes
Roofing Ltd. On his own initiative
and with his own funding, he has
provided training to a wide range
of young people and disadvantaged
personnel as well as the up-skilling
of the industry. More recently he
has founded his own successful
Roof Training Group.
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Flat Roofing

Gaining a Sustainable Advantage in Flat Roofing
Stuart Hicks of waterproofing specialist, Kemper System, asks what sustainability really means and explores to what extent the
various generic roofing types for flat roof waterproofing applications satisfy the sustainability agenda.
So how can we prevent definitions of sustainability
from being so subjective?The term needs to be broken
down into five key areas for consideration:
Raw materials
n Are they recycled or recyclable?
n Do they come from renewable sources?
n Are they depleting natural resources (directly or
` indirectly)?
n Are they causing harm to the environment?
Environmental impact
n Is it creating pollutants or waste?
Manufacturing process
n Is it energy intensive?
n Does it involve intensive use of other resources
such as water?
n Is it polluting?
n Is it ethical and non-exploitative?
n Embodied carbon
n Does it require additional energy to transport or
install the product?

Clients, specifiers and legislators alike all agree that sustainability needs to be one of the core aims
of any new build or refurbishment project. They do not, however, always agree on what exactly that Service life
n How long will it last before it needs to be
means.
replaced?
While some definitions of sustainability focus purely on the composition of the construction product
n Are there potential performance issues that could
itself, others look more holistically at the energy required to produce, transport and install it, any
curtail the anticipated service life?
negative impacts it might have on the environment and the length of service life it offers to prevent
consumption of more raw materials.
Looking at sustainability in this way, it’s clear that
What is Sustainability?
With increasingly stringent building regulations and the rapid approach of zero carbon targets for
new buildings, the sustainability agenda is becoming more urgent and, so too, is the need for a
consistent definition. Only then will specifiers and contractors be able to make informed decisions
that deliver genuine improvements to the built environment with minimum impact on the natural
environment.

there are multiple considerations throughout the
complete product life-cycle. As a result, when it
comes to specifying a flat roofing system, it’s
important to factor how and where the product was
made, how it is installed and how it will perform, into
any decisions about sustainability.
When it comes to the various options available for
surfacing a flat roof, specifiers should consider the
sustainability profiles of four generic roofing types
against the criteria outlined above: mastic asphalt /
hot melt bitumen, built up felt roofing (bitumen
based), single ply membranes and liquid applied
systems. All are in common use and have proven
credentials but they have very different sustainability
profiles.
Bitumen-based Systems

Roofing felt installation with heating and melting roll of bitumen roll by torch on flame.
Photo Credit: Dmitry Kalinovsky / Shutterstock.com
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For any asphalt or bitumen-based systems, one of the
main environmental considerations is the fact that
natural asphalt and bitumen lake deposits are no
longer commercially viable. As a result, most of these
systems are now formulated using crude oil
derivatives instead.

This has significant environmental implications relating to
the extraction, processing and consumption of fossil fuels.
The ingredients required for bitumen-based products are
obtained using an energy-intensive fractional distillation
process and the bitumen used in roofing systems is part of
the residue from this process, requiring the most amount of
energy during extraction.
What’s more, because supplies of crude oil are finite, the
environmental impact of utilising these raw materials is
becoming progressively more negative, with oil companies
now exploiting new deposits such as the Alberta oil fields
in Canada and utilising environmentally harmful extraction
methods such as slash and burn forest clearance.

Much of the extended service life offered by liquid-applied systems is thanks to their
capacity to eliminate the common waterproofing system failures, notably water penetration
at seams, joints and laps especially around details, outlets and penetrations.
While there are some benefits that are common to all liquid applied systems however, a
variety of different chemical technologies are used to manufacture the varied proprietary
membrane brands on the market. These include versatile and elastomeric polyurethane
systems; PMMA-based systems which offer a relatively quick cure but often at the price of
strong odours; polyester-based membranes that offer a flexible solvent-based solution ideal
for commercial applications; GRP (Rigid Polyester), which lacks flexibility but is suitable for
many domestic installations; Epoxy, which offers excellent chemical resistance; acrylic; and
bitumen which is not UV stable but can be used successfully in buried or inverted roof
applications.

Bitumen-based systems also score badly on sustainability
when it comes to performance and service life. Neither
temperature nor U/V stable, they can degrade due to UV
radiation causing the roof surface to become brittle and
leaving it vulnerable to cracking should there be any
building movement. Roofing systems based on a bitumen
formulation are not vapour permeable either, causing any
moisture retained in the substrate to create bubbles or
blisters in the roof surface as it tries to escape.
Sustainability scores relating to the embodied carbon of
bitumen-based systems are also low. Heavy and costly to
transport with mastic asphalt weighing 1 tonne per 20m2,
they also rely on LPG and naked flames for installation,
typically requiring 6kg of gas per tonne for torch on systems.
Single Ply Membranes
Single ply membranes are made of polyvinyl chloride (PVC)
which requires the high energy cracking of natural gas to
obtain the raw ingredients – again a finite resource. They
also require a variety of additives including chlorine-based
plasticisers and stabilisers, which commonly use heavy
metals such as lead. In recent years there have been bans
put in place to remove the use of the more harmful
ingredients in the PVC production process.
Service lifetimes of single ply membranes can vary too.
Because the plasticisers they contain are not chemically
bound to the PVC, they leach out over time, which can
leave behind a brittle membrane that is vulnerable to
shattering due to thermal shock.
The efficacy of single ply membranes is also heavily
dependent on the quality of design and installation for each
project. If the membrane is not fully bonded to the roof
substrate the system can fail due to wind uplift. Poor design
and installation can even lead to water penetration at the
seams, joints and laps, compromising the integrity of the
roof and potentially damaging the building and its contents.
Liquid Membranes
Considering the sustainability advantages of liquid
waterproofing membranes, it’s easy to see why they make
up the fastest growing segment of the flat roofing market.
Lightweight and UV stable, they provide a long-term and
effective waterproofing solution, with most bonding directly
to the substrate and remaining elastic throughout their
extensive service life.

A worker mops out molten tar on a roof replacement job.

Photo by mikeledray / Shutterstock.com

While non-reinforced liquid systems are often used for bridge decks, a reinforced system is
preferable for buildings to provide the flexibility needed to cope with heave, structural
movement and maintenance footfall. Wet-on-dry systems require each layer or coating to cure
before the next application step, but run the risk of contamination between layers that can
lead the membrane to delaminate, breakdown and fail. Wet-on-wet systems, conversely, can
be applied in a single process, providing a consistent membrane depth and avoiding the risk
of contamination between layers to maximise service life and provide a seamless, monolithic
membrane with no laminations.
Advances in the formulation of liquid membrane systems now mean that it is even possible
to select a solvent-free wet-on-wet system, offering the performance and longevity benefits of
standard solvent-based products with renewable materials.
As with other liquid systems that combine a resin with a reinforcement fleece, a solvent-free
system utilises a fleece manufactured using recycled plastic bottles, further building its
environmental credentials without compromising longevity or performance.
Liquid systems can often be overlaid on the existing roof substrate removing the need to rip
out and skip, saving time, money and avoiding the environmental impact of transport off-site
and disposal to landfill.
As those responsible for constructing and maintaining the built environment continue to
address the issues of managing the earth’s resources and creating durable buildings that
will stand the test of time, we can expect further innovations in sustainable roofing
technology. In the meantime, it’s essential to understand the sustainability implications of
the varied options already available and make an informed choice aligned to each project’s
design and goals.
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Contractor’s Column
It’s Not a Matter of Opinion That Opinions Matter
Tony Burke, Managing Director Avonside Group

Opinions – where do they come from? We all have them - about the elections,
the economy and so on - and we must have sourced or developed them in some
way or other. Some arise from experience, others may be inherited from parents
but I suspect that many come from the media. The problem with ‘media received
opinions’ is that they may not prove robust. The run-up to the World Cup is
awash with various views about which nations will prevail and which will fall
by the wayside. It’s often a mixed message, especially watching the TV pundits
on a Saturday evening voice their conflicting opinions.
The topic of the Green Deal has been something of a metaphorical political and
media football. Originally it was hailed as a great deal and its financial
incentives to encourage take-up were warmly welcomed. Then some media
outlets proclaimed that it had become a poorer deal because of Government
changes to the Feed-in-Tariff. The reality was solar PV remained a good deal for
householders as reduced Government incentive was countered by a fall in the
price of hardware.
The real victim of those media opinion sound bites was us, the installer industry.
New initiatives this summer may give the Green Deal a boost but the media will
need to do its bit to raise awareness amongst consumers and stimulate them to
revise their opinions and engage.
Contractors like us who are approved installers have a role to play too as
potential opinion formers. That role has two targets – housebuilders and
householders.
The latter already own homes and are looking for ways to reduce bills but they
need knowledge and reassurance. Knowledge of what is included in the Green
Deal – i.e. energy efficiency and generation measures, from insulation to boilers
and Solar PV – and reassurance that the installers are approved, professional,
trustworthy, financially sound and here for the long term.
We should instil confidence via our accreditations, memberships of trade bodies
and accessible websites so that homeowners know to deal with the professional
end of this industry and not the fly-by-nights. We can also share with them the
latest innovations and designs, such as integrated Solar PV that may meet the
aesthetic expectations of homeowners.
Demand for low-carbon tech is driven by Part L building regulations and
planning conditions from the housebuilders’ viewpoint. April this year saw
changes to Part L, including a requirement for a carbon improvement of 6% in
new homes compared to 2010. In addition, a target for fabric energy efficiency or
FEES was introduced.
Specialist contractors should make housebuilders aware of the innovations and
initiatives that enhance environmental performance and build programs. We
have the expertise that can help housebuilders to achieve criteria expected by
Government and local authorities.
Let’s inform housebuilders of all the tools we can wield on their behalf. Careful
attention to detailing of insulation at junctions can be a major factor in
minimising heat loss via a roof. On-roof solutions can reduce dwelling emission
rates while installation and commissioning of solar PV panels can reduce whole
site carbon emissions. And let’s not forget solar thermal offering a beneficial
impact on site-wide energy consumption. Again, not only does it support the

housebuilders in meeting the regulatory requirements, it can
also make dwellings more attractive to prospective
purchasers.
Maybe specialist contractors believe that housebuilders and
homeowners already know this or that it is somehow their
responsibility to find it out themselves. Some of this attitude
may arise from an expectation that housebuilders opt for the
cheapest solution to meet legislative requirements. Is this
opinion right? What might happen if housebuilders
appreciated that our expertise may help them to sell more
homes more quickly and possibly for more money because
consumers recognised the dwellings were cheap to heat and
power?
It is up to us and, if you’ll forgive me for saying this, we
should be shouting from the rooftops about what we provide.
We can do this via engaging more with trade bodies,
industry media and marketing strategies. That way we can
hopefully be opinion formers too, further influencing our
target markets and their customers and thus enhancing our
opportunities for success.
Anyone wishing to learn more about Avonside Group Services
should visit www.avonsidegroupservices.co.uk email
info@avonsidegroup.co.uk or telephone 0800 731 5982.
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Membranes

Drape Case Shakes Up Roofing Industry

The Tanner and Hall vs Tyzack case set a legal precedent and could mean that
roofing contractors across the country find themselves prosecuted for the roofs
they have installed even though their workmanship is not substandard and the
roof is performing perfectly, says Stephen.
“I’m the first fall guy who’s got caught out”, Stephen continued, “This case
leaves every contractor exposed”.
Klober commented through their technical department, “We consider that
membranes will be effective without drape in 99 cases out of 100.
“However, our membranes are supposed to be laid with drape. To guard
against creep underneath the battens and to ensure there’s no chance of
leakage and corrosion around the nail penetrations we do recommend sag.
Together with an underlay support tray this should prevent any problems.”
Leading membrane manufacturer, DuPont Tyvek’s Nick Williams said
“Installing the membrane with a drape is one of the options available for our
standard roof underlay Tyvek® Supro. In this case a drape of 10mm maximum
is recommended to accommodate drainage beneath tiling/slating battens. The
main benefit of incorporating a drape is the reduced risk of moisture
penetration at the fixing points.
“The other method of installation for Tyvek Supro is to lay the membrane taut.
Counter battens would then be recommended over the membrane to provide a
drainage clearance beneath tiling/slating battens. This method is adopted
throughout Europe, especially in warm roof systems, where the roof underlay
would sit directly onto the insulation.
“Our instructions are intended to provide an effective solution to roof drainage,
wind action, moisture vapour transmission and long-term durability. An
incorrectly installed membrane could result in one or more of these functions
being adversely affected.

The outcome of a recent court case could have repercussions for the whole of the roofing
industry and lead to widespread litigation, a contractor has warned.

the vast majority of roofs with breather membranes being
condemned for not meeting this requirement.”

Highly regarded Cambridge contractor and NFRC member, Tanner and Hall Ltd took a
householder, Charles Tyzack to the civil court after he failed to pay for a standard reroofing job in Cambridgeshire.

“Pulling underlay taut, rather than leaving a 10-15mm drape,
is widespread practice in the roofing industry”, said
Stephen.

Mr Charles Tyzack argued in his defence that his surveyor had checked the re-roofing
work and found that the Klober membrane used as underlay had been laid incorrectly.
Tyzack‘s case was that the 10-15mm drape (also known as a sag or dip) that is stipulated
in Klober’s membrane instructions was missing from the installation.

“This case will now set precedent in law. Therefore all
contractors will need to consider exactly how, in site
conditions they are going to effectively install membranes.

Tanner and Hall were ordered to return the householder’s deposit for all works and pay
the average difference between their quotation and subsequent quotations for re-doing
the job by other contractors. They were also ordered to pay the defendant’s costs.
Tanner and Hall are part of construction firm, Bowller Group. Managing director Stephen
Bowller commented after the case: “This is an industry issue which potentially could see
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Most professional roofers will never become involved in litigation
and therefore would be safe from the vagaries of this particular
legal lottery. I have acted as an Expert Witness in hundreds of
court cases and the findings of the court often surprise even me. I
would advise any professional tradesman to seek a mediated
settlement via discussion every time, rather than risk litigation.
Documents of Authority
All professional tradesmen should understand that in a court of
law, the judge will give great credence to ‘Documents of
Authority’. Documents of Authority can be described as Building
Regulations, British Standards, Euro Codes, and manufacturer’s
instructions or literature.
In the case of Tanner & Hall v Tyzack in the Reading County
Court, the District Judge found in favour of the Defendant (the
householder) and found that Tanner & Hall, the Claimants, had
not installed the VPR correctly with a 10–15mm drape between
the rafters, as recommended by Klober in their Manufacturer’s
Installation Instructions.
I can imagine all you professional roofers ‘screaming’ at this
ruling, as no doubt many of you install the VPR taut, and this is
acceptable - if the manufacturer in their literature stipulates that
this is acceptable. However, Klober suggests that a 10–15mm
drape should be allowed between the rafters. Whatever the
manufacturer recommends in their literature, this is what the
Court will usually accept.
It must be remembered that the District Judge is not a technical
person; they do not understand whether the VPR will operate
effectively or not, regardless of the drape. In fact, it is irrelevant to
the Judge. The Judge will look at the manufacturer’s instructions
and - unless a qualified and substantiated argument for not
adhering to the manufacturer’s instructions can be provided – will
make judgement based on that document.

The re-roofing job that set a legal precedent

Klober, as manufacturers of the membrane, supported contractors, Tanner & Hall, stating
that they were happy with the standard of the installation. However, Judge Burgess
presiding at Reading County Court accepted that the membrane was not installed
according to the manufacturer’s written installation instructions and found against the
contractor.

Expert Comment:
A Legal Lesson for all Roofers to
Follow Manufacturer’s Instructions
says Don Waterworth

Over Egging the Pudding
This case highlights the need to always read the manufacturer’s
literature. If you are of the opinion that the manufacturer is ‘over
egging the pudding’ and that the product will perform regardless
of what the manufacturer recommends, then you must take this
up with the manufacturer. The manufacturer may change its mind
or agree that the product can be used in a different way. But you
must get this in writing, otherwise you may find yourself in court
pursuing money from a householder as Tanner & Hall did, and the
householder successfully defending the case because you have
not followed, to the letter, the manufacturer’s installation
instructions.

“Those with practical experience will appreciate the
considerable difficulties of installing 1 metre wide, let alone
1.5 metre wide membranes, in variable weather conditions
and achieving a 10-15mm drape between each rafter.

Don Waterworth BSc, FBEng MEWI is a

“Manufacturer’s instructions are unachievable”, concluded
Stephen.
Stephen pointed out that it is not just roofing contractors
that commonly fail to leave drapes when installing roof
underlays. Housebuilders too commonly accept breather
membranes installed in this way on new build homes,
which are also guaranteed by NHBC.

qualified Building Surveyor and Engineer.
He practices as an Expert Witness,
investigating and reporting to the court in
cases of legal dispute. He is also principal of
Top 100 Trades Limited.

Membranes laid taut in a recent new build from one of the major UK housebuilders.
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Marketing

Professionalism Pays
Stuart Base, Head of Marketing at SIG Roofing
If you want to be successful, you need to educate or remind your customers
why they should buy from you rather than a rival. In most businesses, good
customer service is the key to success.
It’s reported that 80% of customer service is giving the customer what they
want and when they want it, whilst the remaining 20% is all about personal
relations building - the touchy, feely bit. For roofing contractors who actually
enter into a customer’s home, it’s critical that they get the 80% right first
time, without fail.
When it comes to roofing, good customer service is simply not good enough,
roofing contractors of all sizes need to sharpen up their act and add a degree
of professionalism to their service that engenders trust, respect and
recognition.Then, whenit comes to gaining potential customers, you now
have opportunity to gain the edge and increase your profitability.
Good Customer Service
The CompetentRoofer scheme offers just the ticket. Derived from the
Government’s Competent Person Scheme and operated by National Federation
of Roofing Contractors, it is open to all roofing contractors in England and
Wales and in Scotland if you undertake work within England and Wales.
CompetentRoofer effectively provides you with a professional platform to fly
the flag for high standards and best practice, whilst giving you the credentials
to stand out from the crowd and the cowboys.
Encompassing all types of roofing, including domestic, commercial and
industrial properties, the scheme enables roofing contractors to self-certify
that their refurbishment work complies with Building Regulations. The work
covered includes repair work to pitched and flat roofs, the repair and/or
replacement of structural roof timbers and the provision of insulation, flashing,
guttering, eaves and verge work.
As well as lending a professional edge to your service from the get-go and
providing added reassurance for your customers, CompetentRoofer
automatically gives you a competitive advantage over your roofing rivals as
your customers will not need or be charged for Building Control Inspectors to
approve the roof - saving a fee of somewhere between £200 and £400. Nor do
they have the inconvenience of waiting for an inspector to visit. Life is made
easier for both you and the customer.
As the housing market surges, Local Authority Building Control is issuing
strong reminders via professional channels for proof that all alterations and
building work have been reported to the building control department of the
relevant local authority. Buyers and sellers are becoming more and more savvy
about their obligations and rights in terms of certification. In short, they will
be expecting you to be a CompetentRoofer member.

Regulations Handbook, as well as regular updates and
technical advice. In addition, training is also available.
CompetentRoofers also have distinctive vehicle stickers and
recognisable logo’s so that when it comes to telling potential
customers about your prestigious membership, you
automatically stand head and shoulders above the rest.
What’s more, members of the public can ‘find a
CompetentRoofer’ near them via an exclusive website listing,
leading to increased business. An enquiry can even be redirected to your own website.
To ensure that all work conforms to regulations, independent
inspectors will verify CompetentRoofers’ work twice per year
and persistent faults will result in the company undertaking
further training or forfeiting their membership.
Professionalism pays
Becoming a member of CompetentRoofer also opens the door
to Green Deal roofing installations. So what have you got to
lose? If you’re looking to sharpen your act, you need to
seriously consider raising your game with third part
accreditation. It’s straightforward, simple to operate and
makes great commercial sense. Professionalism pays. Register
now www.competentroofer.co.uk

A Google search of roofing contractors will flag up thousands of entries.
Hence, demonstrating your competence through professional accreditation
will not only give your business enhanced prestige, it will give you the heads
up.
Before work starts it is registered by the company and then on completion,
the owner of the building will automatically receive a Building Regulations
Compliance Certificate from CompetentRoofer - which will be needed if and
when the building is sold.
To act professional, you have to be a professional. CompetentRoofer will
enable your business to benefit from having access to the Building

If you’re looking to sharpen your act, then you’ll need to
seriously consider raising your game with third part
accreditation. CompetentRoofer is straightforward,
simple to operate and makes great commercial sense.
Above all, it helps you gain the edge and will ultimately
increase your profitability.
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Rooflights

Specifying Large Format Roof Glazing
On Your Head Be It!

Paul Trace, Managing Director, Lumen Rooflights

the deflection in a unit can be as much as 25mm before it becomes
unsuitable. This deflection is sometimes referred to as the ashtray effect
and can be quite daunting when you have 150kgs of glass above your
head.
The difference between what glazing companies deem ‘acceptable’ in
terms of a single sheet of glazing vary greatly and it’s often left to the
architect to specify what they determine as safe. Architects will seek the
advice of rooflight manufacturers, who in turn rely on the advice of the
glazing manufacturing.
Architects should be Asking More Questions when Specifying
Rooflights
It’s not as straightforward as looking at the toughness of the glass.
Architects should be asking more questions when specifying rooflights,
such as what is the pitch of the roof, the pane size, the method of
support, the wind and snow loads, type of glazing, etc.
One of the UK’s leading glass suppliers, Pilkington, requires
manufacturers to complete a two page specification document before they
supply the glazing unit. If the glazing specification does not meet the
criteria they deem to be safe then they simply will not manufacture the
glass.

Enquiry 58

EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST
Central Bedfordshire Council
invite applicants from suitably
qualified and experienced
organisations to provide the
following services:

For example, a single sheet of glazing 3.5m x 1.5m being installed into 5
degree pitched roof, made from toughened glass, might be deemed as
unsuitable by Pilkington, yet there are other manufacturers out there
willing to supply this.

As technology and thermal performance continues to improve, the
trend in recent years has been for homeowners to opt for large
format glazing panels. And why wouldn’t you? They look great and
let in large quantities of natural daylight.
However, when it comes to specifying large format glazing there
seems to be huge variations in guidelines about what is achievable
and permissible. Advice to architects and specifiers depends not
only on the application and type of installation, but on the
company you speak to.
An added challenge is the rooflight’s exposure to the elements.
When you consider that a cubic meter of snow can weigh around
100kgs, it’s easy to understand the potential dangers involved in
specifying suitable rooflight glazing.
Specifying glazing for rooflight units is particularly important for
obvious reasons, the main one being that glass installed high
above your head can be potentially life threatening if it fails.
Glass, be it double glazed, toughened, or treated, has a breaking
point and simple physics determines that the larger the piece of
glass the weaker it becomes. Believe it or not glass does bend and
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According to Pilkington, 75% of UK urban properties can work to an
average wind load of 1200 kNm2 and a snow load of 750 kNm2 (although
other factors may apply). The other 25% will require smaller glazed areas
or a more expensive and thicker glass option. Thicker glass is also
heavier and may have an impact on the materials used to manufacture the
rooflight. A unit made from two pieces of 4mm toughened would weigh
20kgs per m2, whereas a unit made from two pieces of 6mm toughened
would weigh 30kgs per m2.

Service: Social, Care, Health and Housing
Our Ref: CBC-0408-T-DR
Central Bedfordshire Council is seeking expressions of
interest from suitably qualified contractors to carry out
all aspects of roofing works to housing properties within
Central Bedfordshire. The contractor will work from a
schedule of rates specification.

Ideally large units should be supported on all four sides. Where support is
only on two or three sides, the maximum unit size decreases.

Prospective contractors must be able to demonstrate
previous experience of similar work and be prepared to
provide references.

Location is also important when specifying large format glazing. A large
rooflight made for a project in London might not be suitable for a project
in Brighton, despite the design and dimensions being exactly the same.

Applications are welcome from single organisations or
consortia from the public, private and
voluntary/community sector

When things go wrong, liability can be a tricky one to sort out, with the
contractor, architect, manufacturer, and glazing companies all left
exposed.

To express an interest, please log in or register on our
electronic tendering system https://in-tendhost.co.uk
/centralbedfordshire in order to view the necessary
tendering documents and respond accordingly.

Not all projects have a JCT and in reality, structural engineers are often
bypassed and glazing units are specified with little or no insurance.
The issue of liability is one that can be avoided by taking the advice of a
reputable glazing company. If a glazing company won’t manufacture the
glass you want, it’s probably not a good idea to shop around until you
find one that will. Just because it can be done doesn’t make it a good
idea!
Paul Trace is managing director of Lumen Rooflights. For further guidance
on rooflight glazing specification you can contact Lumen on 0330 300 1090,
email enquiries@lumenrooflight.co.uk or visit www.lumenrooflight.co.uk .

Please note that once you have registered on In-tend a
separate action (expressing an Interest) is required to
access the documents, you must click on the actual
Tender you wish to access. We accept no liability if you
have not expressed an interest in the tender.
Enquiry 8

Deadline for receipt of electronic PQQ is: 12 NOON,
04th July 2014

Enquiry 43
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Green Roofing

‘Right Plant, Right Place’ Right for Green Roofs!
Maggie Fennell, Technical Green Roof Expert at Boningale GreenSky, explains why adopting the ‘right plant,
right place’ theory for the construction of green roofs will help to maximise their success

It’s a simple idea but one that is fundamental to successful gardening: to put plants in
conditions that suit them so they are more likely to thrive.
The book Right Plant, Right Place by Nicola Ferguson was first published 20 years
ago and went on to become hugely influential among gardening aficionados. Its
influence can be seen across seed and plant sellers’ catalogues; even the Royal
Horticultural Society’s online Plant Finder tool is inspired by the same idea.
The same premise can be applied to green roofs.
Whereas gardeners have a range of soil types to deal with, it is assumed that the
growing medium for a typical green roof will be an engineered, free-draining mineral
substrate that should be suitable for where it is used.
Even so, there is some variation between substrates. Some biodiverse roofs will even
use different substrate types on the same roof.
Whilst waterproofing and drainage are crucial to any green roof’s success, it is the
plants and their supporting layer that provide the essential ecosystem services and
benefits beyond those of a grey roof. By keeping a focus on the ‘green’ and creating
the best plant solutions for UK climates and its requirements in the specific locale, the
performance that is so vital for creating a sustainable urban environment can be
improved, and therefore the real value of specifying a green roof will be maximised.
Plants that are growing on roofs are exposed to greater extremes of temperature and
harsher winds than they would expect on the ground. They are also subject to varying
conditions: sheltered or exposed, shady or full sun.

These plants are being asked to work extra hard with
very little care and for this reason, making sure they are
the right plant for their location is vital.
By transferring the right plant, right place theory to
green roofs, in addition to using the right kind of
substrate for the conditions, you have a much better
chance of the plants thriving and thus creating a
sustainable green environment.

Solar Thermal

MCS Boost is an Encouraging Sign for RHI
Paul Joyner, Managing Director of SBS, part of the Travis Perkins Group, comments on the increased interest in MCS
accreditations since the launch of the Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI) in April 2014 and what it could mean for installers.
Our training partners at PPL Training would
agree with this view; they have seen a 68%
increase in solar thermal course bookings from
quarter four in 2013 to quarter one in 2014.
However, there’s an ongoing problem in terms
of training and successful RHI applications. Of
the 1,080 domestic RHI applications that were
received in its first month, DECC has reported
that 4% failed and 5% were rejected.

With £2.7 billion of funding available for an anticipated 750,000 installations by 2020,
expectations of the RHI were high. With a 37% increase in MCS applications through NICEIC
it seems our optimism was well-placed.
Colleagues from Solfex and other brand suppliers have commented that although a similar
boost in product sales hasn’t yet become apparent, there has been notable interest from
installers who’ve begun to gather information and form partnerships which will enable them
to deliver the required services. The Solfex team are also seeing a number of solar PV
companies preparing to enter the heat generation market.

I believe that the increase in MCS
accreditations can be largely attributed to the
introduction of the domestic RHI; the industry
is recognising that this is a great opportunity
for installers to maximise their income by
covering all aspects of each RHI project – the
assessment, the retrofitting of the building
fabric, and the installation of the heat pump,
biomass, or solar thermal technology. It is the
responsibility of industry players, such as the
Travis Perkins Group, to continue providing
solutions so that RHI can do for the renewable
heating sector what Feed in Tariffs did for solar
PV.
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Metal Roofs

Sustainable Roof Design Using
Metal Systems
Metal roofing has been used successfully for many years on industrial and commercial buildings but the demands put on it by
modern architecture and sustainability requirements have set new challenges. The trade association for metal roofing,
MCRMA, examines those challenges and the solutions metal roofing can offer.

Specialists in the Manufacture and Supply of Metal
Gutters, Flashing and Associated Roofing Materials
SW Roofing Ltd specialise in the manufacture and supply of
metal gutters, flashing and associated roofing materials. As part
of the Stephens Roofing Group, our Directors have over 40 years’
experience in the industrial roofing and manufacturing market.
SW Roofing offer a wide range of products and complementary
services to ensure our customers get the very best experience.
With highly trained staff at our manufacturing base in the West
Midlands, technical support is always on offer to give confidence
and peace of mind through your project.
With a wide range of tooling we are able to offer bespoke pieces
manufactured to order as well as our standard stock items. As
we are strategically placed in the Midlands we are able to offer
nationwide delivery to all our customers.
SW Roofing Limited also offer a unique finishing service on all
Galvanised gutters, potentially extending the gutter lifespan by
using one of the leading worldwide manufacturer of liquid
plastics. Gutters are treated as a preventative measure against
rust and damage as well as conforming to the latest European
safety standards with a minimum of 20 years guarantee available.
Completing the process in a controlled environment eliminates
costly on site labour charges and ensures guaranteed quality
throughout the process.

Unit 3 Optical Park, Middlemore Lane West,
Aldridge, Walsall, West Midlands. WS9 8EJ
Telephone: 01922 749 7015
Fax: 01922 452301,
Mobile: 07855 049 239
Email: Beth@swroofingltd.co.uk
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construction products – figures that far exceed those for
any other construction material.

Marks & Spencer, Cheshire Oaks

Image courtesy of Euroclad Limited

The roof profile, whether it is made from steel or aluminium,
not only has to provide a weatherproof skin but it also has to
provide structural strength to accommodate imposed and
service loads throughout the construction phase and
operational phase. Increasingly it has to serve as a working
platform or access way for maintenance of photovoltaic (PV)
arrays. The aesthetic service life of the profiled metal sheeting
has also got to be considered at the design phase because it
can have a strategic effect on the in-service life of the system
and its ability to offer long-term sustainable solutions.
Environmental challenges to reduce our carbon footprint have
resulted in the need for integrated triple skin rooflights and the
requirement to specify highly thermal efficient insulation.
These elements together with the internal and external skin of
the cladding must be designed as an integrated assembly to
achieve the thermal requirements set out in the Building
Regulations. The design must also recognise the need for
thermal isolation between the inner and outer skins plus
thermal continuity at junctions and intersections.
The design phase calculations for thermal performance using
the National Calculation Methodology which uses SBEM
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When metal is specified for a building, it is unlikely to
become waste. Steel and aluminium always have a value
and are only ever sent to landfill as a last resort. Waste
generation is one of the least sustainable aspects of
construction. Choosing a metal-framed building is the
simplest and most effective way to reduce waste. Even
during manufacture and fabrication, any swarf or offcuts
are recovered and recycled back through the primary
production process.

software provides the designer with an opportunity to accept general psi and
alpha values for the construction detail or enhanced values which are system
specific. These system specific values are available from the individual profiler or
system supplier but the on-site construction must reflect the design assumptions.
Design detailing is also important to minimise air permeability at junctions
between elevations and intersection with other materials or systems. This should
form part of the overall design philosophy and should not be subject to
compromise at the design, installation or commissioning phase.

Metal has much to offer in the areas of green technology
and sustainability and MCRMA members are at the
forefront of developing innovative solutions for example,
green roofing systems that can improve the thermal
performance of a building by providing protection against
heat loss in the winter and heat gain in the summer.

Metal roofing systems contribute significantly to the sustainable design concept
thanks to their high recycled content, energy efficiency, low maintenance,
durability and recyclability which have all helped to establish metal as the
material of choice for both new and refurbishment roof construction.
Steel and aluminium offer a better lifecycle return on investment than other
materials. Today’s metal construction products are protected by highly durable
paints and coatings that ensure a service life in excess of 40 years. Steel
construction is efficient and competitive; buildings can be rapidly constructed
using steel-based primary and secondary components that are efficiently
manufactured off-site and therefore are dimensionally accurate and of known
quality.
Steel framing and metal cladding systems provide the scope, in association with
other materials, to design buildings with low overall environmental impacts.

Hinckley Young People’s Club, Leicestershire
Image courtesy of Omnis Industries Limited (SpeedDeck)

Steel-based construction systems provide flexible spaces which have the potential to be
easily modified and adapted so that the life of the building can be extended by
accommodating changes in use, layout and size.
Both steel and aluminium can be reused or recycled repeatedly without losing their qualities
as building materials. The recovery infrastructure for metal recycling is highly developed and
highly efficient, and has been in place for decades. Current recovery rates from demolition
sites in the UK are 99 per cent for structural steelwork and 94 per cent for all metal

Sheet metal systems coated with highly reflective surfaces
and designed with insulation and ventilation can provide
considerable cost savings for heating and cooling.
Innovative cool roof coatings are now available which
have moderate to highly reflective surfaces over a range of
colours and some engineered coatings can increase the
emissivity of the metal roof surface to allow solar energy
and heat to dissipate quickly.
MCRMA member companies offer imaginative and
innovative building designs which provide cost-effective and
sustainable solutions that will benefit future generations.
For more information visit the MCRMA web site at
www.mcrma.co.uk.
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Slate

Selecting Slate - Users, Choosers
and Producers
As the average lifespan of a slate roof is at least 100 years, renewal with like-for-like slates can be a
minefield. The original quarry may have closed, its geology may have altered the appearance of the
product or the same slate simply may have become cost prohibitive. This causes problems for specifiers
who need to maintain the original appearance of a project’s roof. Haroun El-Helw, Head of Marketing at
SSQ Slate, highlights what options are available and outlines some of the common pitfalls to be aware of
The material is a lot younger (by several hundred
million years) which effectively means that it is a
different genre of rock.
There are numerous slate roof failures in exposed areas
of the UK, which suggest this reality is either not
understood or is being ignored, with severe financial
consequences for the construction professionals
involved in these projects.
Performance Testing
So, assuming the main consideration is performance,
there are testing procedures that firstly guarantee the
performance of a slate on a roof, and secondly ensure
that materials can be traced back to the quarry. The
NF228, for example, differentiates itself from all other
testing procedures by randomly testing the material in
situ at the quarry. NF228 is an independent
governmental standard developed in France, the
biggest consumer of slate products globally, which not
only covers all of the tests stipulated in the obligatory
EN12326 standard, but also sets out an additional and
very stringent pass criteria.

Welcome To Our World of EPDM Roofing
Hertalan are now part of the Carlisle®
Construction Materials Europe group of
companies and we are looking for
additional distribution partners and
contractors for our innovative EPDM
roofing and cladding systems.
Hertalan Easy Cover is a big sheet
roofing system which can seal virtually
an entire roof at once, using membranes
fabricated together at our factory which
reduce the on-site requirement for
seaming. We offer prefabricated
standard size membranes and a made to
measure service to produce sheets to the
exact size of the roof.
Hertalan Easy Weld is a unique roof roll
system developed especially for
mechanically fixed roofing methods. The
seam is sealed with hot air. The rolls
have a width of 1.4m and a length of 20m. This means that with just one seam
a flat roof of 50-56m² can be covered. During the production process of Easy
Weld we apply a UV-resistant green TPE strip to the rolls. These welding strips
are heated up with hot air during the installation process to create a waterproof
connection.
Both Easy Cover and Easy Weld roofing systems can be fitted using ballasted,
adhered and mechanically fixed methods and are suitable for both new build
and renovation projects, domestic or commercial.
Hertalan EPDM membranes withstand UV and ozone radiation without ageing
and therefore require no additional surface protection. Hertalan roofing systems

are perfect for all green roof
applications being resistant to root
penetration and feature an FLL hallmark
which includes both our hot-bonding
seam and hot air welded seam.
Our comprehensive range of EPDM
adhesives and sealants are specially
designed for installing Hertalan EPDM
rubber and are suitable for use on
various substrates. Difficult details can
be quickly and easily waterproofed with
a wide range of accessories including
rainwater outlets, pipe covers, preformed corner, flashings and lead
alternatives. A comprehensive training
programme is available from our
technical team who can advise on the
most appropriate roofing system for
projects and can also provide
specifications in NBS format and installation guidelines.
All our roofing systems have BBA certification and are produced to strict
ISO9001 and ISO14001 standards.
To find out more about our innovative products and roofing systems please
contact our UK offices and speak to one of our knowledgeable team.
Carlisle Construction Materials Ltd. Unit 4a Isabella Court, Millennium
Business Park, Mansfield, Nottinghamshire. NG19 7JZ. Tel: +44 (0)1623 627
285 Email: info@hertalan.co.uk Web: www.hertalan.co.uk

The Watch List

With so many roofing materials now available it can be tricky to know what to select
when undertaking a renovation project. Often in this instance, like-for-like materials
are selected in a bid to meet certain requirements – this can be as a result of aesthetic
demands or, in some cases, a need to meet conservation guidelines when working on
heritage projects, for example.
When it comes to slate one of the most important considerations is the unique nature
of every quarry. Within the slate-producing regions of the world there are localised
differences in slate, each with their own peculiarities.
To take an example from Spanish slate, which predominantly comes from the North
West of the country, the La Cabrera region is an area where materials are found to
perform outstandingly well under testing standard EN 12326, whereas the Casaio
region has material that is generally considered to be not as geologically sound.
Independent of the quality differences found between these two regions, various
colours and textures of slate are available and provide a plethora of options to best
achieve a match with the pre-existing materials.
From an aesthetic perspective, this can pose a problem for the specifier - whilst a slate
from Casaio as opposed to La Cabrera may appear to be more suitable aesthetically,
accepting this option on the basis of appearance would compromise the long-term
performance of the product as its technical credentials are not as robust.
Taking this example to extremes, the Minas Gerais slate-producing region of Brazil
offers the most variety of colour options generally not found in other parts of the world.

The majority of slates available on the market today in
the UK do not pass the NF228 standard and caution
should be exercised in the absence of this certification.
As such, particular attention should be paid to the
following in order to successfully replace an existing
slate roof:
nRequest a variety of slate samples from the supplier
with clear information on its origin and technical
credentials – specifically quarry name and full CE
certification and sample ACD documentation.
nUnderstand the requirements of the project so that
the fixing method and size required are clear to the
supplier.
nObtain clarity on the grade of rock to be supplied as
there are always several grades of rock within each
quarry seam (to take an example, SSQ’s top grade is
the Ultra range - which comes with a companybacked 100 year guarantee)
nIdeally ensure that the slate chosen passes the
NF228 standard (the SSQ Ultra range achieves this).
By following these guidelines, specifiers can ensure, to
the best of their capabilities, that the new slates will
perform as well as the predecessors had.
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Roof Trusses

Cash in the Attic

metres, it can be constructed in two parts and simply
joined on site.

Jonathan Fellingham, managing director of Donaldson Timber Engineering (DTE), discusses the growing
popularity of attic roof trusses as a method for creating ‘Room-in-the-Roof’

The increased speed of build offers not only reduced
labour costs, but also creates a weather-tight shell
around the build area faster. And, because a complete
structure is available sooner, roof finishes, plaster
board and floorboarding can be installed immediately,
further reducing build time and costs on site.
There is also scope to incorporate further benefits to
the attic truss system. By combining the trusses with
another engineered wood component, open web joists
(Posi joists), electrical and plumbing service are easily
accommodated or modified, which gives the
homeowner the ability to easily change internal wall
positions along with plugs, sockets and radiators at
any point in the future. Attic trusses can be supplied
with an open web joist bottom chord, which allows
services to be run through the floor joists, without the
need for costly cutting and drilling, and also give the
option to incorporate modern ventilation and heat
recycling systems.
Building in the option for Room-in-the-Roof is a
valuable solution and one that ensures a lasting legacy
for new houses. For a little extra initial outlay, the
option of more room in the roof adds extra value to the
building. Its practicality, flexibility and ease of
installation make it an attractive prospect and one that
will only continue to grow in popularity.

Despite the recent pick up in the housing market, people continue to be more likely to
‘improve’ rather than move, so maximising the amount of room in new and existing
houses is a growing priority. One of the most frequent enquiries we receive these days
is how more room can be added into the roof – whether for extra storage, more living
space, or just to keep their options open for future expansion. The answer to this
question is incredibly simple; by utilising attic roof trusses.
Timber roof trusses are by far the most common method of constructing a pitched roof.
In fact, around 40% of all trussed rafters now produced are attic trusses, as they are by
far the most economical solutions to adding rooms to a home. They increase the
habitable area by as much as 40% at little extra cost to the overall roof.
Attic trusses span over 8m without internal load bearing walls, supporting
approximately 60% more load than a standard truss of the same size and pitch. As there
is no triangulation in attic style trusses, the top and bottom chords are increased in
size, allowing them to handle the increased load required for usable floor space.
The flexibility of these components is undoubtedly what sets them apart from other
methods of construction in this area. Thanks to modern design software, a trussed rafter
can be designed for virtually any roof shape. Unlike modern panel systems which are
more suited for narrower, gable fronted construction, attic trusses can accommodate
larger, complex roof plans. Taking the proposed building’s data and statistics, the roof is
designed by computer to exact specification, ensuring better quality control and
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DTE is the UK’s leading and longest established manufacturer and supplier of roof trusses, open
web joists and I-joists. For more information, visit www.donaldsontimberengineering.co.uk.

creating bespoke trusses for a wide variety of shapes and sizes.
This has provided fresh opportunities for those who previously
thought adding extra roof space may be beyond reach.
For most projects, attic trusses can provide clear span between
the front and rear walls, which avoids the need for load bearing
walls and foundations on lower storeys. However, if load bearing
walls already exist or can be added easily, they can provide
additional support to the trusses. In order to be most effective,
the room space should be placed within the centre 20% of the
truss span and near the mid-span of the truss, which allows for
greater room sizes.
One of the biggest advantages of using attic trusses to create
room in the roof is the speed of build, as the trusses are factorybuilt and delivered to site ready for swift erection. Roofing a
house using attic trusses can be up to five times faster than
using a cut roof method. Plus, as the trusses are manufactured
offsite in a controlled environment, high quality is guaranteed.
In terms of transporting the trusses from factory to site, an
overall truss height of four metres is generally accepted as easy
to transport. If the height of the truss must be greater than four
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Specialist Contractor

The Apex Angle..
Being paid on time is critical to cash flow for every business but small businesses suffer the most when money is not
forthcoming. In the construction industry this is especially true. In this exclusive column for Roofing Today magazine,
roofing and scaffolding contractor Jackie Biswell calls for more action on late payment and the naming and shaming of
those who flout regulations.
Mo.re than 10 years ago at a Construction Health and Safety Summit, the Government
ordered businesses to take immediate steps to decrease the number of work-related
accidents or risk legislation. As a result the health and safety performance of the industry
improved dramatically and the fatality rate fell by almost two thirds.
It was a bold step to tackle a growing problem and it worked, proving that behaviour could
change with clear direction and sanctions in place.
If this is the case, it really is time to take a similar approach to another major issue which
plagues contractors – that of late payment. Of course the Government has already been
involved in consultations on this dilemma. But the truth is, despite making some vague
warnings and appealing to major firms to sign up to a gentlemen’s agreement to pay bills
on time, nothing much has changed.
As a result small businesses, contractors and sub-contractors – all of which represent the
backbone of our economy – are battling with cash flow, credit and struggling to make ends
meet.
What’s the problem here?
There is no doubt that the construction sector has played a huge part in the economic
growth of the country post recession. But this is an industry which cannot continue to
flourish if the situation doesn’t change. After all, the fate of small businesses – the likes of
bricklayers, roofers, scaffolders and plasterers - often relies on the behaviour of the big
businesses who employ them for contract work.
Many large firms demand 60 day payment terms from their sub-contractors. But almost 20%
of big building contractors admit to paying between 60 and 90 days after invoices have
been received and some admit to pushing this beyond 120 days.
Unfortunately, this behaviour directly affects the cash flow of those smaller specialist
companies who simply don’t have money reserves to tide them over month to month.
They would prefer to be paid within a month of invoicing but, when dealing with large
companies at the helm of the supply chain, they are rarely in a position to argue or walk
away if they don’t like the terms on offer.
The trouble is, if they are not paid on time, they are under enormous pressure – not just to
pay their own suppliers but also the men and women who are working on site. And on top
of this they cannot afford to take more people on or invest in new equipment.
What’s being done about it?
The Prompt Payment Code was established in December 2008 to help small suppliers
recover the £30.2 billion owed to them by some of the UK's largest companies. It was set up
by the Department for Business, Innovation and Skills with the aim of implementing a best
practice strategy.
Around 1,500 firms signed up to it immediately – a number of them FTSE 100 companies –
and promised to abide by the terms set out in their contract and not to change them
retrospectively. Suppliers were told they had the right to complain if they were unhappy.
The scheme was supposed to be further strengthened by the European directive on late
payments, which says business to business payments should be made within 60 days and
public sector bills should be paid within 30 days. But it was recently blasted as a failure by
former trade minister and business leader Lord Digby Jones. He said many firms were still
deliberately trying to extend payment terms and suppliers were being cut out of future
business dealings if they kicked up a fuss.
What next?
The Prompt Payment Code was a nice statement of intent but has had little impact. So
what next?

If you ask me, late payment needs to be seen as
totally unacceptable.
To do this, we need to name and shame those
who fail to adhere to the code. But big businesses
are not going to change their ways simply because
we embarrass them. We also need to hit them
where it hurts. We should start by ensuring that
public sector contracts are not awarded to
companies known for their poor payment practices.
This way only those who can prove they will pay
on time will be in a position to get the big bucks
on the big projects.
There are plans afoot to make this a reality.
In fact, in April the Construction Leadership
Council launched its new construction Fair
Payment Charter which intends to introduce 30day payment terms to private as well as public
sector jobs by 2018. If monitored and enforced
properly, it could see late payers excluded from
public sector tender lists which would be a huge
step forward. However, there’s an inherent risk this
Charter could go the way of its similar predecessor
unless the government intervenes to support it.
Voluntary agreements are all well and good, but
meaningless if there is no sanction or monitoring.
If we do not act quickly there is a risk that more
small businesses will go to the wall and this will
result in shortages of quality trades in some parts
of the country. This is reason alone for us all to
support a radical approach to defeat payment
abusers.
For more about Jackie’s business Apex
Roofing visit www.apexroofinguk.co.uk
or join in the discussion on Twitter
@apexanglia
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Simpler, Faster, Better: LB Roof Windows Launches
Online Ordering
LB Roof Windows is rolling out an
online ordering service that will give
its clients a fast and straight
forward experience. The company
is a supplier of Velux and Aurora
roof windows, both made by the
internationally known VKR Group.
Thanks to the new online service,
builders, installers and roofers can
now order via a simple interactive
portal on LB Roof Windows’
website. For a limited time only LB
Roof Windows is also offering a
special 5% discount on all first
orders online.
The company’s
Sales Director Adrian Cooper explains that LB Roof Windows also offer
expert advice and after sales service: “Installers, builders and roofers can
come online and order what they want, hassle free. But if they want to speak
to one of our team, obtain some product advice or get a quote then they
can.” The new online service follows the launch of the premium roof window
Aurora range. With similar features and benefits to the popular Velux range
Aurora is priced more competitively – allowing higher margin sales. LB Roof
Windows offer next day delivery, anywhere in the UK. All products can be
purchased from the website: www.lbroofwindows.co.uk.
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Fuel Cards: Honesty or Truth?
Van users have been reminded
by The Fuelcard People of the
importance of verifying fuel card
suppliers’ claims. Steve Clarke,
group marketing manager, said:
“Always
remember
the
difference between truth and
honesty. If a supplier tells you
that it offers fixed weekly pricing,
that might be true, but if it
forgets to add that it also levies
transaction charges, it is not
being honest.”
Failure to
understand a supplier’s charging
structure could be an expensive mistake. Two competing suppliers
might appear to be offering the same deal, but if only one imposes
transaction charges, the other supplier could work out to be hundred or
even thousands of pounds cheaper. Honesty has been a burning issue
in the fuel cards market since the 2013 introduction of unexpected
additional charges by some suppliers. Thousands of van users were
unhappy that such ‘network fees’ and other transaction charges were
buried within invoices, without explanation. Many of them switched
suppliers as a consequence. “Other companies might try to position a
£2 charge as being small,” said Steve Clarke, “but when you add £2 to
each refuelling of every van, regardless of the amount pumped, it soon
adds up. For the record, The Fuelcard People does not impose network
fees, transaction charges or anything similar, under any
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Dickies Support HAVAGO Festival

Raise the Roof at Woburn Forest

Dickies, the renowned workwear brand, is
supporting the first 'Havago' Festival which is
taking place at the Forum, in the centre of Norwich
on the 18th and 19th August. The event is a
celebration of creative skills and a platform for a
truly diverse group of artists and craftspeople from
around Norfolk to showcase their work and inspire
others to be creative and “have a go”. There will be
more than forty different participants showing their
work and offering the public an opportunity to try
their hand, whilst encouraging and supporting
students and
graduates with the chance to
showcase their work for the first time. Alison Atkins
and Cordelia Spalding, said: “We have contacted
12 local schools and colleges about a competition
where the children will be given sets of decorators
overalls to transform and capture the theme and
creative nature of the ‘Havago’ Festival. We want to
them go to town to decorate their own set of bib
and braces. We will show the results in a fashion
show during the Festival. Dickies are donating 12
painters’ bib and brace sets specifically designed
for painting and decorating. With clip straps
making it easy to get on and off, it features an angled chest pocket as well
as a very large front pouch, which is perfect for storing your brushes and
other essentials.

Russell Roof Tiles is taking
centre stage at the newest
Center Parcs holiday Village
which has just opened its
doors to short break guests.
Center Parcs Woburn Forest
is the fifth holiday Village to
be opened by the pioneering
company, and the first new
Village for 20 years - the £250
million project has been in construction for two years. Russell Roof Tiles
delivered a £750,000 contract to supply roofing solutions on all of the
luxury lodges nestled in the forest which feature Grampian tiles and
Russfast fixing. Unlike its other sites – Woburn Forest’s 625 lodges have
been designed for the first time with traditional pitched roofing, offering
a more upmarket design to the accommodation. Russell Roof Tiles
supplied 840,000 Grampian tiles manufactured at its plant in Burton-onTrent for the project. Grampian is a flat interlocking roof tile which
combines the traditional appearance of slates with the security of an
interlocking design and the economy and sustainable credentials of
concrete. Center Parcs is committed to achieving carbon reduction and
this latest project is an “exemplary sustainable tourism destination”.
The project was installed by leading specialist roofing contractor
Steadfast Roofing. Don Camilleri at Center Parcs said “It has been a
pleasure working with Russell Roof Tiles, they care as much as we do
about the quality and design of their products and the results are
fantastic.” Visit www.russellrooftiles.com or call 01283

Tor Coatings Wins the Liquid Applied
Waterproofing Roofing Award

Shiny New Affordable Homes
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Tor Coating has won the Liquid Applied Waterproofing category at the 2014
National Federation of Roofing Contractors (NFRC) Roofing Awards for its
work on Leeds’ Corn Exchange. Tor’s seamless Elastaseal waterproof system
was cold-applied to waterproof the glazing bars while Tor’s Transglaze
waterproofing system was applied to the glazing itself. Combined, the roof
was not only watertight but also maintained the Grade 1 listed building’s
aesthetics.
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Balfour Beatty have
installed Reflectashield
TF 0.81 on their new
timber
frame
development
in
Winterfield & Stepsile
Estate, West Malling,
Kent. The Russett
Homes development
will provide affordable
housing with 34 flats,
18 houses and 4
bungalows in the area.
Reflectashield TF 0.81
is
the
highest
performing reflective
membrane in its class
and is specifically
designed to enhance the thermal performance of timber and steel frame
structures. It complies with the vapour resistance requirements set out
by BS 4016, TRADA and the NHBC. The existing legislation requires a
breather membrane to have a vapour resistance not greater than 0.60
MNs/g. Reflectashield TF 0.81 has a vapour resistance of 0.44 MNs/g.
For further information related to the A. Proctor Group’s Reflectashield
TF 0.81, or any of their other product ranges, please visit
www.proctorgroup.com
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Sika Liquid Plastics Suits
Intricate Plant Detailing

The heavy plant detailing at Bury College’s plant
rooms resulted in the specification of a Sika
Liquid Plastics Decothane roofing system. This
leading further and higher education facility
located in Bury, near Manchester, has
consistently invested in its campus to ensure it
offers its students the best environment to study
in.
Lancashire-based roofing contractors,
Surface Protection, were briefed to refurbish the
existing roof overcoming a number of logistical
issues during installation: every support had to
be jacked up individually to allow the membrane
to be dressed underneath. The team achieved
this by pre-treating the Sika carrier layer with
Decothane, allowing it to dry, and then sliding it
under supports so that each support could be
lowered immediately. The pre-treated piece was
then merged into the main rain covering. Access
was so limited that at times operatives were
required to lie on the roof under the trunking,
being passed small pieces of waterproofing to
apply to various areas. Surface Protection’s Jim
Kennedy comments: “We needed to provide a
modern waterproofing solution that was able to
cope with the intricacies of the heavy plant
detailing. This led to the specification of the Sika
Liquid Plastics system, its elasticity and
flexibility suiting the requirements.

Jewson Tool Hire Revs Up With British Superbike Sponsorship
Jewson, the UK’s leading supplier of sustainable
timber and building materials, has announced a
sponsorship deal in association with the British
SuperbikeChampionship (BSB) and International
Road Races. The merchant’s Tool Hire division will
sponsor the Milwaukee Yamaha team, throughout
their 2014 season.
The British Superbike
Championship (BSB) is the leading UK road racing
superbike championship. As sponsor of the
Milwaukee Yamaha team, Jewson Tool Hire will
capitalise on the sport’s increasing global audience
and popularity with trade customers. Jewson’s
Trevor Chapman commented: “We have a great
trading partnership with Milwaukee, with its products being stocked in the majority of our branches.
With circuits around the UK, we will be entertaining some of our key customers in the team’s VIP area
over the race weekends. Jewson will also be taking a replica superbike to various sales events and
trade days to help promote its sponsorship and benefits for customers. “We are delighted to welcome
Jewson Tool Hire as our sponsor in what we expect to be a fantastic season,” commented Shaun Muir,
Team Principle for the Milwaukee Yamaha team. “It’s a great privilege to work with such a renowned
brand and we look forward to forming a successful partnership.” For more information on Jewson Tool
Hire visit: www.jewson.co.uk/tool-hire/
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What Would You Do with an Extra £300?
What would a van user do with an extra £300? Asked
by The Fuelcard People, a Fuel Card Group
company, Steve Clarke, marketing manager, said: “If
you pay 4p per litre less for diesel, you save £300 on
7,500 litres, which is not excessive annual
consumption for a van. That simple maths explains
why pump price fuel cards are falling out of favour.”
Steve has seen a sudden increase in enquiries about
The Fuelcard People’s commercial rate fuel cards,
which offer significant discounts on every major
brand. He suggests that this was almost inevitable,
in the wake of recent activity by a pump price fuel
card supplier. “After years of trying to talk down the
obvious benefits of fixed price fuel cards, the market has made them accept reality, launching their
own version of a discount fuel card,” he said. He believes that the move has backfired. “In
highlighting the importance of discounts, they encourage van users to come to the people with the
track record in that area!” HeWe believe in giving every customer their own named account manager
They also like saving £300 on fuel for every van they run.”
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Metsec Wastes No Time at Ardley

Survey Reveals Demand for Industry Exhibitions
More than half of builders and contractors would be willing
to take time off site to visit a trade exhibition if the right
product manufacturers and suppliers were in attendance, a
survey by the Build Show has revealed. Just over 54% of the
building and contracting respondents claimed they would be
likely or very likely to attend the show, with a further 20%
offering an undecided but warm response. This is despite
the fact that 67% of respondents have not attended an
industry exhibition within the last two years – and a further
25% could not name any industry show whatsoever. The
survey of 1,000 contractors, housebuilders and other
professionals, went on to reveal that seeing and trying out
new products , new innovations, demonstrations and ‘hands
on experiences’ were ranked highest as exhibition
attractions. Learning more about key industry issues, legislation, and regulations were also viewed
as a major draw. Paul Godwin, of the Build Show commented: “These are really encouraging
results, as they clearly show that there is an appetite for the Build Show. We are working hard to
ensure we deliver the most profitable day out for our visitors and our exhibitors.” The Build Show
Tuesday 28th - Thursday 30th April 2015, Birmingham NEC www.buildshow.co.uk
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Jewson Announces Partnership with Isuzu
Jewson, the UK’s leading supplier of
sustainable timber and building materials,
has announced that it is now the official
partner for Isuzu’s entry into the 2014
Britpart MSA British Cross Country
Championship (BCCC). The BCCC is the
country’s premier domestic off-road racing
championship, consisting of six two-day
competitive rallies across Scotland and
Wales. The 12-month partnership will see
Jewson logos displayed prominently at every
event on the pick-up’s new livery and on team
apparel. The officially named ‘Jewson Isuzu D-Max Rally Team,’ will compete in class 1B of the
six-series championship and will race in Isuzu’s award-winning D-Max pick-up. Former British
Rally Championship contender, Jason Sharpe, will drive the racer alongside his nephew, Russell
Sharpe. Tony Munro, Marketing Services Director at Jewson commented: “We are delighted to be
sponsoring Isuzu’s entry into the BCCC. We already have a wide ranging partnership with Isuzu,
and given that the brand is so synonymous with the construction sector, we’re very
Enquiry 16
much looking forward to building on that relationship even further.”

Metsec, the cold-roll formed steel manufacturer,
has supplied a range of purlins and side rails for
the construction of the secondary steel structure at
the new Viridor Energy from Waste (EfW) facility in
Ardley, Oxfordshire. Short lead times for its
galvanised products gave the manufacturer the
edge. Constructed adjacent to Viridor’s existing
landfill site by lead contractor Clugston
Construction, Ardley EfW is a £200m waste
management site handling approximately 300,000
tonnes of waste annually. Supplying the correct
materials specification to suit the site’s
environmental conditions was a prerequisite in
realising Tata Steel Project’s specialist steel
framing design for Viridor. With the onsite
construction work progressing at a fast pace,
however, meeting the delivery date of the specified
purlins and side rails presented a supplier
challenge. Cold roll-formed steel manufacturer
Metsec took it on: the roll-forming specialist was
able to deliver at an exceptionally short lead time,
helping installer, Bourne Construction Engineering,
meet the tight deadlines.
Bourne’s Project
Manager, Kevin Springett, confirms: “Metsec’s
ability to deliver the specified components to site
within a narrow timeframe was crucial to the
project. Despite short notice, they delivered the
material promptly.” For more information on
Metsec, visit www.metsec.com or follow
@MetsecPlc on Twitter.
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The Aerial Option
from Vantage Point Media

An innovative risk and hassle-free structural survey
service, that also offers a striking aerial dimension
for
environmental
surveys
and
property
presentations, has been launched by Vantage Point
Media – a new division formed by Northern Bear
plc, the Newcastle upon Tyne-based family of
building services companies. Vantage Point Media
operates a fleet of hexacopters - camera-carrying
helicopter/aeroplane hybrids - and has been
granted ‘Permission for Aerial Work’’ by the Civil
Aviation Authority (CAA). The original inspiration
for the new venture came from the group’s health
and safety consultancy, Northern Bear Safety,
which was seeking an alternative to high-risk, timeconsuming traditional methods of conducting
detailed structural surveys of buildings and
difficult-to-access roofs. Three of the company’s
trained pilots are also chartered safety
professionals. For more information call 0191 414
0485 or visit http://vantagepointmedia.co.uk/ or
http://northernbearplc.com.

Pictured: It took less than an hour on site for one of
Vantage Point Media’s pilot/observer/hexacopter teams to
complete a survey that gave Gentoo all the data it needed
about the roof of Prudhoe Hall, including the condition of
lead in the valleys. Four flights produced 40 minutes of HD
footage and more than 150 still photographs of the Hall,
which is part of the former Prudhoe Hospital in the Tyne
valley.
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Sika Sarnafil Specified for UCL
Campus

As part of University College London’s significant
building
and
refurbishment
works,
the
Christopher Ingold building now includes 2,000sq
m of Sika Sarnafil single ply roofing system,
installed by Bedford-based contractor Delomac.
Located at the University’s Bloomsbury site in the
heart of London, the campus is one of the
University’s busiest. Taking its name from the
eminent British chemist, the building is home to
the chemistry department and remained fully
occupied and operational throughout the
refurbishment. To ensure minimumal disruption
Delomac worked closely with main contractor
Russell Cawberry and UCL to manage the project.
Delcomac installed a SikaSarnafil S327-15EL
membrane in Light Grey, favoured for its long life
span, environmental credentials, lack of hot works
and its adaptability to being able to be fit on an
existing overlay, meaning the existing roof didn’t
have to be stripped beforehand. The project was
successfully
completed
to
the
client’s
satisfaction, on time and budget. “We’re really
happy with the overall aesthetics of the project”,
Delomac’s Director Brendan McNulty comments,
“That we’ve got a further five phases of work with
UCL in the pipeline show that it’s clear they’re as
pleased with the final result too.”
For more information call 01707 394444, email
sarnafilroofing@uk.sika.com
or
visit
www.sarnafil.co.uk.
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Decothane System for Hilton Roof Refurb
The central London location and continued
occupancy of the prestigious Kensington Hilton Hotel
resulted in the specification for a roof refurbishment
of a Sika Liquid Plastics Decothane system. Essexbased roofing contractors, Tower Asphalt Ltd, were
briefed to refurbish an existing substrate that had
been in place for over 30 years, which had failed and
was causing leaks into the building below. The
central location of the hotel and its continued
occupancy throughout the roof works resulted in the
project being deemed a ‘no noise’ site. Tower Asphalt’s Keith Marzetti comments on how this was
achieved: “The safety and the satisfaction of the hotel guests were paramount to our team, and
the replacement works were carried out as quietly and efficiently as possible at agreed times.”
The project required that the chippings from the existing asphalt were removed in preparation for
the Sika Liquid Plastics waterproofing system installed across the 2,000sq m roofing area,
allowing a zero flame, noiseless installation, as well as providing the client with a 15-year all
encompassing guarantee. As the entire roof area is accessible to staff working on plant
machinery, a skid-inhibiting solution was essential and the Decothane Omega 15 system with a
skid-inhibiting finish was also specified.

Zeeland Slates are on the
Horizon

Stormdry Keeps Water Out and
Energy Bills Down

Delivering two major benefits in just one convenient
product, Stormdry Masonry Protection Cream from
Safeguard Europe – the UK’s leading specialist in
damp- and waterproofing, and masonry repair
solutions – not only stops rain penetrating external
walls; but also boosts their thermal efficiency. The
two benefits are closely linked simply because dry
walls have better insulating qualities than wet ones –
dry bricks have twice the thermal resistance of wet.
Safeguard has scientifically and independently proven
this link so definitively that Stormdry is classified
under VAT Notice 708/6 as an energy-saving measure
that qualifies for a reduced VAT rate of 5%. According
to tests conducted on solid wall constructions by the
University of Portsmouth, the treatment will provide
energy savings of up to 29%. Easily applied by either
brush or roller, Stormdry cures colourlessly to the
original finish of masonry in just 12 hours and just a
single coat will protect the substrate for up to 30
years. Stormdry can even be applied to wet walls,
which will continue to dry out because the cream
works by lining the pores of brickwork and other
masonry rather than blocking them. This enables
water vapour to escape while preventing moisture,
such as penetrating rain or excess surface water,
ingress. It can be used with cavity wall insulation.
Safeguard Europe also provides technical support.
Visit www.stormdry.com.

Langley Waterproofing Systems Ltd’s superior product offering,
expertise and long-life guarantees were all key in the decision to
use its high performance warm roof system on the refurbishment
of Jack Hunt School, Peterborough. Working with approved
contractors Harmony Roofing Services Ltd, Langley designed and
specified the ideal warm roof system for the project, making use
of its premium quality TA-20 Built-Up Roofing System, which
offers excellent durability backed by a 20 year single premium
guarantee. The TA-20 system was selected for a number of
factors. The school was undergoing widespread rejuvenation and the previous roof had begun to
suffer from water ingress, making refurbishment necessary. The system
offered a high-quality waterproofing solution, combined with an insurance backed guarantee,
adding long-term value to the works. The additional advantage of Langley’s brick red cap sheet
also satisfied the client’s aim to match the surrounding school roof areas previously completed
in a red finish. Dominic Henson, Senior Area Manager at Langley, added: “Mirroring the
appearance of the surrounding roof areas on the school’s other buildings made a significant
difference to its overall aesthetics. The organisation and hard work of Harmony Roofing Services
Ltd allowed the work to be completed outside of term time, while reducing our projected time onsite from six weeks to just five.” For more information visit www.langley.co.uk.
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As part of a £3.6 million housing development
scheme, Cembrit’s Zeeland fibre cement slates
have been installed on 92 new properties in
Newton, Birmingham. Keepmoat Homes,
Birmingham City council, Urban Living and
Frank Haslam Milan have worked together to
construct the ‘Horizon’ development. The 32
homes for rent and 60 for sale are situated
around a new public square in the heart of the
development which includes three new schools
and a £5 million youth facility centre. The
affordable houses are a combination of two,
three and four bedrooms and have been
extremely popular. “We have used Cembrit
slates in the past and have always pleased with
the quality of the product, we would not hesitate
to use them again” said Adrian Massey, MD of
Liberty Roofing. “The Zeeland slates were easy
to fit and we are delighted with the end result.”
All of the houses on the development have been
built to the government’s standards for future
sustainability, which ensures environmentally
friendly design that delivers cost saving benefits
to residents.
It is hoped the Horizon
development will play a key part in redefining
the Newton area. Zeeland slates are approved
by BCL for use on City Council projects, as are
all Cembrit fibre cement slates.
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Dickies New Two Tone Range for 2014

SIG Roofing Showcases Flat Roofing Product Innovation

Dickies have introduced an exciting new two-tone range for this
year across all Dickies collections. Attention to details with
features such as reflective piping, and high quality functional
fabrics, make this the most exciting launch of products to date.
The new parka jacket is a key piece in the collection: features
include a removable hood, fur and tail hem for extra back
warmth. Double access lower pockets keep the hands warm
when not working and the nylon taslon fabric makes this parka
waterproof, durable but also light to wear. Inside the coat there
is a Sherpa collar lining to keep the neck warm, along with
Dickies branded tape details, which make this jacket feel and
look premium. A soft-shell jacket with a hood is another strong
piece in the collection with waterproof and breathable fabric, the
fit has been designed to sit closer to the body than Dickies
alternative soft shells but with an adjustable hem to ensure that
Dickies cater for all customers. For a mid layering piece there is
a micro fleece in 260gsm which ensures it is light weight but functional. Thumb loops ensure that
the whole upper hand is covered when not working. A new polo shirt completes the
Enquiry 26
two-tone collection. For more information visit www.dickiesworkwear.com.

FIX-R - the dedicated brand of flat roofing products from
SIG Roofing - has championed a series of demonstration
and knowledge days specifically for flat roofs. Designed to
help raise awareness of new products and build confidence
in flat roofing amongst contractors and general builders,
the live demonstrations will run regularly at selected
training venues across the UK. Over the course of a
morning the demonstrations will cover everything that a
contractor needs to know about flat roof installations for new build or refurbishments. The
demonstration and knowledge days will compare differing waterproofing techniques and products
to make the right choice for a project, based on cost, skill level, expertise and tools required. Says
SIG’s Flat Roofing Manager, Richard Parker: “When it comes to flat roof installations, there is a
lucrative market out there for repair, replacement or new build. For those contractors that want
to gain the necessary skills, knowledge and experience to tap into this market, help is now at hand.
“We recognise that time is money, and that’s why our demonstrations only last a couple of hours
and are available free of charge, with no pressure to purchase products,” concludes Richard. At
the new website - www.fix-r.co.uk - contractors can download a free step-by-step guide to flat
roofing. For further information on the nearest demonstration, contact SIG Roofing 01480 466
777 or visit www.sigroofing.co.uk or www.fix-r.co.uk
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Langley Provides a New Look for Peterborough Secondary School

Do You Want to Manage your Health and Safety On The Go?
Launching at this year’s Safety and Health Expo at
Excel between 17th and 19th June 2014, was the
THSP app working as a portal for advice, news and
updates - as well as having libraries of information
and guidance. The smart phone has opened up the
ability to provide information that people want and
need on the spot. They do not need access to a
computer or even an internet connection. Many of
THSP’s clients are based on site, so this is the ideal
solution for them. “We are pleased to be launching
this new and exciting companion to our services. We
realised that our clients need access to information
and advice whilst out and about, so we developed
this app, which will provide a quick and easy answer to getting health and safety and employment
law advice on the go,” said Sales and Marketing Manager, Tim Turney. THSP can assist you with
your business risk management, in health and safety, employment law, environmental compliance
and training. Providing you with easy to understand, no nonsense, solutions for managing your
business risk, THSP have been assisting businesses for over 20 years. For more
information visit www.thsp.co.uk or email enquiries@thsp.co.uk.
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Trade Denim Shorts

Enquiry 57

Sika Liquid Plastics Launches New Industry Mobile App
Pioneer of liquid applied roof membranes, Sika Liquid
Plastics has officially launched a brand new mobile phone
application, which allows their roofing experts to record
findings of a specific survey straight onto their phone. The
mobile app, which has been designed exclusively for the use
of Sika Liquid Plastics allows information to be sent directly
to the Technical Services team who then produce a
condition report, technical drawings and technical
calculations. From this information, a technical specification
can then be produced and forwarded to the client. All of this
information is bespoke to the project and tailored to the
client’s needs. Until this app, writing, checking and sending
out specifications was a time consuming, lengthy process.
The new app provides benefits for the customer: it takes
days off turnaround time, allows for a specification email to be sent to their client within hours of
the salesman leaving the roof and improves the consistency of specifications. “We work in a very
busy and demanding environment where people are always on the go – this app brings our
business in line with modern technology and keeps Sika Liquid Plastics at the top as market
leaders in our field,” said Sika Liquid Plastics’ Steve Cookson.
Enquiry
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New for 2014 from Scruffs, these high
street inspired shorts have been
designed to keep you cool during the
long, hot summer days. Available in a
choice of two colours, these regular
fitting shorts come with a Scruffs
reversible camo belt, which are bang on
trend. Any tradesman will look the part
both on and off-site. With various cargo
pockets located throughout the shorts,
there’s always plenty of places to keep
those all-important hand tools and even
your mobile phone – just to ensure you
don’t miss any crucial job calls. With the
main stress areas reinforced, this gives
the wearer a pair of shorts that are much
more durable and tougher to use. These
trade denim shorts are set to be a sell
out this summer, and a winner for all
tradesmen RRP £21.95 Available in two
colours: mid wash and dark wash. Instore and online now.
For more
information
visit:
http://www.scruffs.com/
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Roofshield Used for Conversion

Roofshield has been used in the recent conversion
of Waterside Maltings in Ditchingham by P J
Livesey Group. Working closely with the Broads
Authority planning was granted in Summer 2012
to save the historic Maltings building and convert
it into 22 houses and apartments, alongside 83
new build houses. Roofshield has unique vapour
and air permeability characteristics, which allows
even the most complex of pitched roofs to breathe
- without the need for traditional air gaps or
secondary venting products. Roofshield is as easy
to install as traditional roofing felt. The very low
vapour resistance of 0.065MNs/g, combined with
high air permeability, reduces the potential for
interstitial condensation as far as possible, and
does not require the use of a vapour control layer,
thus giving a robust and dependable solution that
can be specified with confidence. For further
information related to the A. Proctor Group’s
range of Breather Membranes, or any of their
other
product
ranges,
please
visit
www.proctorgroup.com.
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IKO Polymeric wins
Prestigious Roofing Award

Sika Sarnafil Suits Large-Scale
Installation

IKO Polymeric fought off fierce competition
to win the National Federation of Roofing
Contractors (NFRC) Single Ply Award for the
new Blacon Crematorium in Chester featuring
an aesthetically pleasing curved roof design.
The project was chosen for its excellent use
of waterproofing materials, technical aptitude
applied to the job, standard of workmanship
and IKO’s ability to meet the demanding
environmental specification. The award was
presented at The Roofing Awards Luncheon
in London and accepted by IKO Polymeric’s
MD, Anthony Carlyle and David Maginnis
from BriggsAmasco, the contractors on the
project.
The curved roof of the new
Crematorium has an area of 950m2 and
spans 25m x 45m. The curvature was fully
waterproofed using IKO Armourplan SG
reinforced PVC membrane, a high quality
single ply roofing system incorporating IKO
Enertherm insulation and a standing seam
profile. The specification required an over Uvalue target of 28% reduction against
building regulations combined with acoustic
noise reduction. To this end IKO worked with
the contractor, architect and engineers to
help achieve both the U-value and a sound
reduction of a 35dB and a 50dB LIA rain
noise limit.

A SikaSarnafil waterproofing system has proved
to be the perfect fit for Farnborough’s new
12,000sq m Costco warehouse. The new build
is part of Costco’s current UK expansion plans,
which will see up to 45 warehouses built across
the country. The size of the project and the
quick installation time required resulted in the
specification of the SikaSarnafil S327-18EL
membrane in Light Grey. Ideal for the job, the
system is formulated for direct exposure to
weather and is produced with integral polyester
scrim reinforcement for high strength. Other
installation details included perimeter detailing,
roof light penetrations and various roof
penetrations. Built on their previous experience,
Richmond Single Ply and BC Roofing’s working
relationship resulted in a highly successful
project completed in 6 weeks - 4 weeks under
target. Richmond Single Ply’s Lawrence Miller
comments: “For the size of the project and the
time period with which it was completed, we
couldn’t have finished with a more perfect job.
From the client all the way down to SikaSarnafil,
the feedback has been enormously positive, and
because of this we have been specified for future
projects, alongside BC Roofing.” For more
information call 01707 394444, email
sarnafilroofing@uk.sika.com
or
visit
www.sarnafil.co.uk.
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ECIS Individual Dental Plan for Construction Sole Traders and
Self Employed
ECIS has launched its first individual dental plan for sole traders and selfemployed electricians, plumbers, roofers and other skilled tradespeople
working in the construction sector. The development follows the launch of
the ECIS Dental Plan for construction firms with more than 4 employees
in January 2014. In an exclusive arrangement between ECIS and National
Dental Plan (NDP), clients taking out an individual dental policy will enjoy
one month’s cover for free*.The ECIS individual dental plan, provided
through Dencover, gives self-employed tradespeople and their families
access to competitive and quality dental treatment when they need it at a
low monthly cost. Working in much the same way as the group dental
plan, sole traders can benefit from regular dental check-ups and
treatment using any dentist in the UK – whether NHS or private - and have
the cost reimbursed to them according to their plan entitlements. Dencover can even help
policyholders find a dentist in their local area by using the Find A Dentist facility on its website.
Dencover dental plans start at £4.99 per month and there are five plans to choose Also, any dental
Accident and Emergency fees incurred abroad or in the UK are covered after just 15 days from
policy inception. Further details can be found at www.dencover.com
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ASDA Latest Store to get Seamsil Cut Edge Roofing Treatment
In 1994 ASDA had the foresight to use an innovative product
called Seamsil, to repair the roof of its Lutterworth Magna Park
distribution centre. 20 years later its Pontefract store has
become the 34th ASDA property to benefit from the patented
silicone external repair system, for cut edge corrosion on
profiled Plastisol/PVDF coated steel roof sheeting.
Manufactured by Delvemade Limited, Seamsil was invented
and developed over two decades ago with the co-operation of
BSC (now Tata Steel) to provide an effective and long-term
solution to a problem, which was affecting the metal roofs of
many of its premises. The problem was cut edge corrosion. It
is caused by a combination of poor installation techniques and
on-site cutting plus attack from acid rain and pollutants, which
are then retained as moisture in critical roof overlaps and
gutter overhangs. This results in corrosion of the profiled steel roof sheets. If not treated quickly
and effectively, the damage can lead to partial or complete roof replacement. Seamsil provides
an ideal sustainable solution, helping to extend the life of roofs treated and retain property value.
Delvemade approved contractor, Kettles Limited, not only undertook the Pontefract project, but
also installed the first Seamsil treatment for Asda back in 1994.
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Big Foot Systems Unveils the
new High Bloc
Sussex-based Big Foot Systems is delighted to
announce the introduction of the new High
Bloc which provides an innovative support
solution for mounting air conditioning (AC)units
on flat roofs. A simple but highly effective
solution for increasing the height of VRF/AC
installations the High Bloc safely spreads the
plant load evenly across the roof.
Ensuring
cost-effective roof-clearance for AC equipment
in line with manufacturers’ instructions, the
High Bloc helps to ensure cooling systems work
effectively. Designed to raise the Big Foot Fix It
Foot, the world’s best-selling rooftop services
support product, the High Bloc helps keep AC
units clear of debris, precipitation and ice on
flat roofs. Moulded from recycled rubber, the
High Bloc is UV stable, robust and features
anti-vibration built in. Available in two sizes,
the High Bloc 600 (L 600mm x W 180mm x H
120mm) and the High Bloc 1000 (L 1000mm x
W 180mm x 120mm), the product is
lightweight at 9.5kg and 15.8kg respectively.
The design load for the High Bloc 600 is 224kg
and for the High Bloc 1000 it is 295kg. For
further information on all products and services
offered by Big Foot Systems email:
enquiry@bigfootsupport.com or telephone
01323 844355.
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Barnshaws Curves over
Manchester Victoria Station

Steel sections profiled by Barnshaws Metal
Bending's Structural branch are to be incorporated
in 15 curved steel ribs on an ultra-modern new roof,
as part of the £44million redevelopment of
Manchester’s Grade II-listed Victoria Station for
Network Rail. The new £16million roof is designed
to allow natural daylight to flood the station. The
1.2m deep and 500mm wide ribs have been
profiled by Barnshaws to required radii. They are
currently being fabricated by Bolton-based
Severfield-Watson Structures Ltd in welded box
sections up to 24m long. On site the sections will be
welded together to form single ribs up to 96m long,
before being lifted into position by a 750 tonner
crawler crane. Each rib will be lifted as a single
piece and almost simultaneously connected at
buttresses and columns. A key design focus was to
achieve as lightweight a roof structure as possible,
without compromising its strength. Steel was
therefore selected ahead of heavier options, such as
timber. The lightweight, transparent and selfcleaning ETFE cladding has enabled the steel ribs
to span further than if glazing had been specified.
CommGary Dooley, Project Manager for SeverfieldWatson Structures Ltd said: "We have worked with
Barnshaws on many previous projects and the fact
that they also have a factory in Manchester made
our decision very easy."
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Moorland Provides Value in
Somerset

Good value, ease of installation and first class
appearance, were all key to the specification of
Cembrit Moorland Fibre Cement Slates on a new
housing development in Somerset. Built by
Barratt Homes, Wyndham Park, consists of 2, 3
and 4 bedroomed properties, suiting anyone from
families, to young professionals. “Cembrit’s
Moorland slates were specified to provide a
natural yet modern look, essential for this new
housing development, which is in the heart of the
countryside,” said Alan Bray at Barratt Homes.
“We are familiar with Cembrit products, and know
what can be achieved after having the slates
installed on a number of our other projects. This
development has a mix of external wall finishes,
both painted and facebrick.
The blue/black
Moorland slates are adaptable and look
aesthetically pleasing against both.” The 125
homes were finished in October 2012, and
Cembrit’s Moorland fibre cement slates blend in
with the scenic location, thanks to their natural
dressed edge which creates a similar finish to
natural slate at a lower installed cost. They are
manufactured to the highest European standards,
pre-holed and are suitable for all types of projects
and easy to handle and install..
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Perfect for Flat Roofs

Two of Recticel Insulation’s market-leading flat
roofing products have achieved British Board of
Agrément (BBA) certification. Powerdeck F, a
mineral coated glass fleeced faced product
suitable for built-up felt, mastic asphalt and singleply systems and Powerdeck B, a bituminous glass
fleece faced board (top surface) suitable for use in
torch-on waterproofing systems, have gained this
independent and impartial endorsement. The
achievement
highlights
the
company’s
commitment to quality products. Achieving the
BBA approval is a vital step in ensuring all
Recticel’s PIR products fully deserve their
reputation for providing specifiers, contractors and
end users with the best energy efficient solution
available.
As one of the world’s largest PIR
manufacturers, Recticel Insulation’s state-of-theart manufacturing process ensures that its
products benefit from excellent thermal
performance, high compression strength, optimum
stability, precision flatness, straight edges and
consistent cutting tolerances, resulting in longterm insulation performance. A zero ODP (ozone
depletion potential) and GWP (global warming
potential) of below five result in a product that
helps to benefit the environment and increase the
comfort of the end user. To learn more about how
you can achieve U-values with a thinner board without compromising on quality - visit
www.recticelinsulation.co.uk, talk to our technical
team
on
0800
0854079
or
email
technicalservices@recticel.com.
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Alumasc’s Flushjoint Provides Classy Rainwater Solution for
Cityscape
Alumasc Rainwater’s contemporary Flushjoint aluminium
downpipes have been used on a sophisticated new scheme
built under the National Housing Trust initiative in
Edinburgh. ‘CityScape’ is located in Lochend to the east of
the city and has been developed by Places for People, one of
the largest property management companies in the UK.
Alumasc’s Flushjoint aluminium downpipe system was
specified by EMA Architects who required a contemporary
design offering clean lines to enhance the building’s stylish
geometric architecture. Flushjoint features concealed spigots
that give a completely smooth external appearance, with
circular, square or rectangular pipes. More than 300m of Flushjoint was installed by CCG
Scotland, the main building contractor for the development. Plumbing Supervisor at CCG, Greig
Wilson, commented: “The Flushjoint system provided an attractive and innovative drainage
solution for Lochend, and the finished product looked very impressive in situ. Given that this was
such a successful installation, we are already planning on using Alumasc products for our next
prestige project.” Flushjoint is BBA approved and comes in 26 standard colours with the option
of any BS or RAL colour to suit the project type. For more information visit
www.alumascrainwater.co.uk. For literature, please call 0808 100 2008.
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Demand for SR Timber Roofing Battens Fuels Expansion
SR Timber - one of the leading distributors of specialist roofing
battens and the renowned ‘Premium Gold’ battens - has
announced increased production at its partners’ new state-of-theart sawmill in Latvia, as well as newly expanded storage facilities
in Goole. This latest development follows the huge growth in
demand for its market-renowned range of battens. At what is
said to be Europe’s largest production factory specifically
designed for the manufacture of roofing battens (one of two in
Latvia owned by the company), the new facility enjoys a fully
integrated production process developed by experts. With a
market leading capacity, the mill has now stepped up output to
meet demand and assure roofing contractors in the UK of that continuing vital consistency of
supply of the company’s best-selling gold and traditional battens. Shaun Revill, of SR Timber
explains: “Over the years, we have invested heavily with our partners in buildings, plant and
equipment and, of course, quality control procedures to achieve the very high standards of
consistency in both quality and dimensional accuracy for which SR Timber is renowned. Such is
our commitment to roofing battens, it is our intention to continue investing to enable SR Timber
to remain at the forefront of batten production and grading technology.” Call 01332 204821 or
visit www.sr-timber.co.uk.
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Stanley Unveils Fatmax Vibration Dampening Hammers
STANLEY® has long been synonymous with creating durable, innovative
and quality products that stand the test of time in many a tool box, and the
latest creations will not disappoint. Its new range of high performance
hammers for tradesmen and construction professionals feature exclusive
STANLEY Antivibe® technology, designed following research into the
ergonomics of a hammer blow.
The research revealed a need for
controlled force, while at the same time minimising the shock of impact on
the user. As a result, STANLEY has developed a new range of hammers
manufactured using a number of bespoke processes and parts. All of the
hammers feature a steel core and high impact polypropylene jacket for
strength and durability, a special FatMax AntiVibe shock absorbing layer
that helps reduce handle vibrations, while a durable rubber overmold gives
each hammer a long lasting, slip resistant grip. But what sets these
hammers apart is the special shock absorbing collar which isolates the head and handle from
one another via a gasket, effectively isolating vibrations to the head and reducing shock through
the handle on impact. Available to buy now, the new STANLEY FATMAX Vibration Dampening
series includes rip, claw, sledge and demolition hammers. For further information on the
STANLEY FATMAX Vibration Dampening Hammer range visit www.stanleytools.co.uk.
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LB Roof Windows Launches Aurora
A leading roof window supplier is celebrating the successful launch
of its latest product, which is helping builders achieve better
margins. LB Roof Windows recently added the Aurora range to its
portfolio of products and is experiencing strong demand for it. The
Aurora range contains roof windows, blinds, skylights and a whole
range of accessories. The company’s Sales Director Adrian Cooper
says it is proving popular due to the fact it offers similar features
and benefits to the recognised Velux band, but is more
competitively priced, allowing installers to attract higher margin.
Both Velux and Aurora are made by the leading manufacturer of
roof windows VKR Group. LB Roof Windows are suppliers of both.
Adrian comments: “More and more homeowners are now having
that loft conversion or home extension. This upturn has coincided nicely with the launch of Aurora
–a premium option to offer the end user.” LB Roof Windows has over 30 years’ experience in the
roofing industry, predominantly conservatory roofs and home renovations market. With an
extensive range of roof windows – centre pivot, high pivot, conservation, slim-line, top hung and
many more, LB Roof Windows offer UK next day delivery. All products can be purchased from
www.lbroofwindows.co.uk.
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Wolf Systems’ Easi-joist
Solution to Grand Design

Wolf Systems’ easi-joists have been chosen to
support the suspended timber floors of a zerocarbon self-build in York featured in a series of
Grand Designs. Architect, Martin Walker,
wanted a modern, spacious, low-energy house;
his wife Kae wanted a cosy family home. The
challenge was to satisfy both aspirations.
Martin’s design used a structural frame of
sustainable glulam beams with modern highlyinsulated panels supplied by Leeds-based
timber-frame specialist, Shire Timber. Meeting
the requirements of Part L of the Building
Regulations was not difficult with this structure,
yet Martin wanted to go further and build to
Level 6 of the Code for Sustainable Homes. That
means zero-carbon. Timber provided all the
structural elements of the building and Wolf
Systems’ easi-joists for the floors; these are
lightweight metal-web joists, top-hung from the
heavy-section glulam beams. Shire Timber
supplied all the timber components, from the
glulam beams to the easi-joists. Technical
director, Mike Onions, says that easi-joists were
chosen over alternative solid timber joists and
engineered-timber i-joists: “Metal-web joists,
with their open structure, allow for the
installation of ductwork and other services, like
water and electricity, very easily”.
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Quietly Attaining Olympic Quality in Roofing
A new multi-use sports centre is giving new life to a
former Olympic venue- quietly- through an innovative
roof.
The £44m Copper Box Arena, built as the
Handball Arena is one of the first Olympic venues to reopen as a community venue. But however loud activities
and support within, neighbours will remain undisturbed,
as a result of the Protan single ply roof. The roof of the
7000 seat venue has been created using 8000m2 of
Protan SE 1.6mm membrane, mechanically fixed with
heavy duty carbon steel fasteners. The membrane is laid
on top of 8000m2 of Protan VB250 vapour control membrane, 210mm thick Rockwool insulation and
a 0.7mm thick galvanised steel deck. The combination attains the 45dB planners required, whilst
still creating an exciting atmosphere and helping the building to be one of the Olympic Park’s
‘greenest’ initiatives. “The acoustic performance of the completed roof system was a major factor
in the design development,” explained contractor IRC Carocelle project manager Jim Whiteford.
“Future use of the arena dictated that its acoustic performance created an atmosphere within whilst
external sound pollution was kept to a minimum. Protan offered a professional approach to
achieving a technical solution whilst maintaining a commercial awarenes, and gave us a robust,
achievable solution.”
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Hunter’s Gutter is Clippin’ Great!
Hunter Plastics is once again leading the field by making its
Surefit Plus Half Round rainwater profile even easier to fit, with
improved seals that mean it will stay leak free for years to
come, and rounded edges for safer, easier installability. The
new seals in Hunter’s 112mm Half Round gutter have been
made with added flexibility so it is even easier to install the
guttering into fittings and brackets and achieve a sound joint
which will last the life of the system, with no damaging leaks or
costly callbacks. Hunter 112mm Half Round gutter has a
gorgeous glossy finish to match fittings, improved weathering,
and no extra cost over ‘ordinary’ guttering. These advantages
are now available with all Hunter’s 112mm gutter colours –
black, white, brown and grey. Co-extrusion uses two different materials, extruded at the same time,
to manufacture a product which consists of a decorative skin and an inner ‘core’. This means that
the external material offers much better weathering performance, maintaining colour fastness for
longer and resisting UV degradation and airborne pollutants that corrode a pipe’s colour. The edges
of the gutter have also been rounded to make fitting them a much easier job. For further information,
visit www.hunterplastics.co.uk.
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Build Show Welcomes Growth in Sales of Construction Products
The Build Show has welcomed forecasts that sales of construction
products will continue to rise this year, as announced in the latest
CPA State of Trade Survey. The survey revealed that sales had
increased throughout January to March, making it the fourth
consecutive quarter to show growth. More than three quarters of
product manufacturers reported higher sales during this period
compared to the previous quarter, with 86% stating that they
expected this to rise even further during the year. Interestingly,
respondents did not attribute this to the recovery in the
housebuilding sector alone, but pointed to growing sales from
private sector commercial and infrastructure projects. Paul Godwin
of the Build Show commented: “It’s really encouraging to see that
the industry growth is continuing to gather pace and the fact that this is starting to filter out
beyond the housebuilding market is particularly good news. The key now is to ensure that we pull
together as an industry to ensure that the right skills training, partnerships and trade body
support are all in place to keep the momentum moving forwards. “We’re working hard to create
a seminar programme at the Build Show that will help deliver this joined up approach, by offering
the right networking, training and development opportunities our exhibitors and visitors truly
need.” The Build Show - Tuesday 28th -Thursday 30th April 2015, Birmingham NEC.
www.buildshow.co.uk.
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Triflex Welcomes New Key Account Manager
Triflex, Europe’s leading manufacturer and supplier of
cold, liquid applied systems for waterproofing, surfacing
and protection, is pleased to announce the appointment of
Tim Thompson as Key Account Manager for Triflex UK. The
appointment re-unites Tim with Mark Saxton and David
Crowe, two members of the successful team who
spearheaded the emergence of Marley Waterproofing as a
leading supplier of bituminous and value-added solutions
to the UK Roofing industry in the 1990s. Tim Thompson
commented: “I am delighted to have the opportunity to
work alongside Mark, David and the rest of the Triflex team and to contribute to the continued
development and success of the business in the UK.” Tim was previously employed by IKO and
over a period of 13 years contributed to the development of the Roofing specification business.
Tim's role was Southern Divisional Manager for the Roofing Specification Division. Mark Saxton,
Sales and Marketing Director of Triflex UK commented: “Tim brings a wealth of experience,
energy and industry wide knowledge and expertise to Triflex UK. I am personally thrilled to once
again have the opportunity to work closely with Tim as we continue to position Triflex UK at the
forefront of the industry for cold, liquid applied seamless waterproofing solutions in the UK.”
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Sika Sarnafil Contractor Ensures
Intricate Installation Success

The flexibility of the Sika Sarnafil single ply system
and the expertise of roofing contractor Midland
Single Ply (MSP) have lent themselves to a bespoke
and intricate roof, crowning the home of West
Berkshire Council in Newbury. A key part of the
West Street House’s design is the mansard roof,
which houses the top office floor and 25 dormer
windows. Tasked with installing 800sq m of
membrane to the flat roof and sloped edges, MSP’s
experience as a Sika Sarnafil registered contractor
enabled them to successfully overcome a number
of technical challenges. Visible from ground level,
the overall aesthetic finish of the roof was a vital
specification consideration. Changing from the
originally specified membrane attached with
adhesive, MSP opted for a mechanically fastened
Sika Sarnafil S327-15EL single ply membrane,
chosen for its flexibility and suitability to complex
detailing. MSP were worked closely with the
project’s contractor, Francis Construction, working
on the precise window detailing, securing the
membrane in place with a Sarnametal window
reveal. Faced with the difficult shape and almost
vertical pitch of the mansard roof, MSP were
ideally suited to the project’s demands as one of
the few roofing contractors with the machinery to
cut and bend metal. With this facility they created
each reveal overnight, ready for fitting the next day.
For more information visit www.sarnafil.co.uk, call
0800
0285
123
or
email
sarnafilroofing@uk.sika.com.
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Germany Gains Access with
Easi-Dec

Easi-Dec, the working at height safety specialist,
has supplied and supervised the installation of a
bespoke Board-Walk safety solution to a global
chemical manufacture company in Germany to
provide staff with safe access to a fragile roof. The
company required a safe walkway to gain access
along the company roof, which crosses over 9
sheds. Easi-Dec worked in conjunction with Kee
Safety to create a customer specific solution to
provide flat and vertical access on the roof. The
specially designed Board-Walk system features a
lightweight aluminium walkway with a single sided
handrail and 9 ladders. “The system can be
individually configured and was easily adjusted to
our needs” explained the company’s Production
manager.” The installation was completed quickly
and efficiently, without any difficulties.” The
innovative Board-Walk solution was measured
exactly to fit in the roof space. Installation was
then carried out by the customer with instructions
and support from Easi-Dec.
The Board-Walk
system does not attach to the roof itself, but all
sections are connected to one another, making it
easily transportable and quick and simple to fit.
Easi-Dec offers free demonstrations either at EasiDec’s or the customer’s premises, or on site. For
more information visit www.easi-dec.co.uk or call
01767 691812 or email info@easi-dec.com.
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Fuel Cards:
Look Beyond the Obvious

Van users have been reminded by The Fuelcard
People that cost savings at the pump are not the
only factor to consider when comparing fuel
cards. Steve Clarke, group marketing manager,
said: “The whole point of fuel cards is to save
money and we can almost certainly beat any fuel
card deal that a fleet already has. Some firms are
missing out, though, by not looking beyond the
cost per litre.” He pointed out that companies
can be vulnerable to hidden costs of network fees
and transaction charges. Steve Clarke said: “If
one fuel card appears to offer a 0.2p per litre
better saving than another fuel card, that would
seem to mean a 10p advantage gain when
pumping 50 litres. That changes, though, if the
first card comes with a £2 per transaction network
fee.” Hidden fees are not the only potential pitfall,
according to The Fuelcard People. “The clue to
our attitude is in the name,” said Steve Clarke.
“We believe that customers want to talk to real
people. Having your own dedicated account
manager actually makes real commercial sense ringing the direct line of somebody who always
takes you call and knows your business.” Van
users who look beyond the obvious could easily
find that they have been missing out on a better
deal.
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Fast and Reliable Bonding from Icopal
Icopal has launched a new bonding insulation material, Terokal TK395, a single
component polyurethane foam adhesive offering fast bonding of thermal insulation
boards. Available in a practical 750ml canister, the new material delivers optimum
application properties while ensuring professional results. For installers, Terokal
TK395 provides a number of benefits including speed of use, making it economical
and efficient, as well as reliable holding power and short curing times. In addition,
the adhesive works in cold weather and can help to level off uneven surfaces.
Extremely flexible, the product is suitable for both absorbent and non-absorbent
surfaces such as concrete, timber, brickwork and galvanized metal. As such,
Terokal TK 395 is ideal for bonding all types of insulation boardson flat roofs
including Rigid Polystyrene, Extruded Polystyrene, Glass & Bitumen Faced, Rigid
Polyisocyanurate, Rigid Phenolic and Mineral Fibre. In terms of use the adhesive
is extremely easy; the canister of Terokal TK395 is simply connected to the
application gun, which allows for a controlled application of the adhesive onto the
substrate. The gun is also reusable; it just needs to be flushed through at the end
of use with Terokal Cleaner to keep the equipment clean and ready for the next job.
For more information on Terokal TK395 visit www.icopal.co.uk.
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IKO’s IKOpro Sprayfast, Fast Economical Bonding without the
Backache
IKO has introduced a range of spray-applied PU bonding adhesives
developed for fast-track, effective bonding of insulation boards and
polymeric membranes. A new canister application enables IKOpro
Sprayfast to be applied quickly and accurately. The controlled
bead size eliminates waste ensuring economical coverage, whilst
the 3-metre long spray hose avoids operative’s discomfort.
Insulation boards - IKOpro Sprayfast IBA moisture-curing
polyurethane adhesive can be applied faster and more accurately
than standard hand-poured PU adhesives and benefits from rapid
cure times. Fleece-Backed Roofing Membranes - This Sprayfast
system can be applied four times faster than standard rollerapplied PU adhesives and has a cover rate of up to 180m2 per canister. IKOpro Sprayfast FMA is
suitable for both large-scale fieldwork as well as detailing. Excellent bond and wind uplift
resistance, independently tested by the BRE, wide range of temperatures (-30°C – 150°C) and
exceptional long-term ageing properties. The non-foaming adhesive allows a truly flat lamination
and so produces an aesthetically pleasing finish. PVC Roofing Membranes - This multi-purpose
polyurethane two-way stick adhesive enables simple and secure bonding of non-backed PVC
roofing membranes to a wide range of substrates. Covering 1m2 of membrane in as little as 40
seconds, curing in just 30 minutes. For further information visit www.ikogroup.co.uk. Enquiry
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Recticel Ready for Construction Upturn
Recticel Insulation is paving the way for the anticipated upturn in construction by investing in a
new marketing campaign and website re-launch. The new PIRFECTION marketing campaign will
focus on the key benefits of the company’s PIR thermal insulation. Commenting on the campaign
marketing manager Daniel Pointon said: “More people need to know about our state-of-the-art
processes, high specifications and the attention to detail that goes into ensuring Recticel
products exceed the quality standards of the industry. Our products have high compression
strengths, optimum stability, precision flatness, accurate straight edges, consistent cutting
tolerances and an excellent thermal performance. These all result in the high quality and longterm insulation performance that customers have come to expect from one of the world’s largest
PIR manufacturers.” The PIRFECTION marketing campaign will be rolled out across a variety of
communications, including the new mobile responsive website – www.recticelinsulation.co.uk.
Daniel concluded: “As the focus on improving energy efficiency in the construction industry
increases, insulation products that meet and exceed regulations will be key. Our continuous
product development means we are well placed to provide customers with products that satisfy
current building regulation specifications.” Recticel Insulation Ltd is based at Enterprise Way,
Whittle Road, Meir Park, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffordshire. ST3 7UN Tel: +44 01782 590470
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Early Support from Glenigan for the Build Show
As preparations for the Build
Show, the first contractorfocused trade exhibition in more
than
five
years,
gather
momentum, Glenigan has come
on board in support of the show
as its official knowledge partner.
Glenigan, operating for more
than 40 years as a trusted provider of project information, analysis and sales leads for the
construction industry, will be sharing its comprehensive intelligence and services with the Build
Show, taking place in the Birmingham NEC next April. Glenigan boasts exclusive content from
leading industry bodies such as The Builders Conference and the Building Research Establishment,
providing the widest coverage of tenders and construction contracts in the UK. Robert Davis at
Glenigan, said: “Glenigan’s knowledge partnership with the Build Show is further proof of our
commitment to supporting best practice within the construction industry – enabling contractors,
sub-contractors and suppliers to grow and trade together as the market enters a new phase of
prosperity. The show is a great platform for us to share our market intelligence to benefit a much
larger audience.” The Build Show takes place at the Birmingham NEC from Tuesday 28th to
Thursday 30th April 2015. For more information visit www.buildshow.co.uk.
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New National Sales
Manager at Flex-R
We are pleased to announce Mark Bailey
has joined Flex-R as National Sales
Manager. Mark brings with him a wealth
of experience in roofing totalling some 25
years, more recently having worked with
Icopal for 14 years as Regional Sales
Director for the South. Mark said “I have
worked with some leading brands in
roofing and the opportunity to join Flex-R,
market leaders in the EPDM sector, is an
exciting prospect.” Mark will be focusing
on developing Flex-R’s United Kingdom
sales network, working across their
complete range of single-ply systems and
accessories. Managing Director Charlie
Rodgers said “Marks experience and
motivation will be key to us expanding our
sales network while maintaining the
excellent relationships we have with our
customer base”.
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Diary

New Sales and Specification Manager for Jet Cox
Jet Cox has appointed Lee Jodka as Sales and
Specification Manager to assist Architects,
Developers and Design Consultants within the South
London regions and Southern England with the
design and specification of the extensive range of
Coxdome roof lights. Martin Revie the General
Manager of Jet Cox believes that Lee’s appointment
to the expanding Coxdome sales force will assist
with its continued expansion into key sectors. For
further information call Jet Cox on 0121 530 4230
or email mrevie@jet-cox.co.uk
or visit www.jetcox.co.uk.

READER OFFER
Two Sievert
Roofing Torch Kits
– the Pro 88 and the Promatic
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Ensuring one lucky reader of
Roofing Today has a sizzling
hot summer, Sievert, one of
the world´s leading suppliers
of heating tools for
professional roofers is giving
away a collection of its top-ofthe-range roofing torches.

Hinton ‘Comes Home’ to Kemper to Drive Specifier Relationships
Cold applied liquid waterproofing specialist, Kemper System, is to
build on its continued success in the flat roofing market with the
appointment of David Hinton to the new role of specifier liaison
manager. David’s new role for Kemper System will see him utilise
his years of experience dealing with a wide range of specifiers,
property developers, architects, property consultants and surveyors
to build on the company’s success in developing this route to
market. Well known in the roofing sector following a 30-year career,
David was an early pioneer of Kemper System’s Kemperol
waterproofing membrane products as sales manager for Granflex.
Prior to Kemper System being established in the UK, Granflex was
the sole UK distributor of Kemperol for more than a decade and
David was instrumental in building the early brand awareness and
sales in the UK that paved the way for Kemper System’s current UK
business. A fellow of the Institute of Roofing with an HND in
Building and Construction, David’s track record ensures that he
understands the competitive landscape for waterproofing systems.
David comments: “Kemper System and the high quality range of
Kemperol waterproofing products have grown from strength to strength and I’m delighted to rekindle
my association with the brand as the company enters an exciting new phase of growth and
Enquiry 31
development.”

New Regional Sales Manager for Klober

Sievert specialises in the design and
manufacture of high quality heating tools
for roofing professionals and has a tool
for all applications.
This sizzling hot offer includes:
l

New Recruit for Icopal

Roofing specialist Klober has appointed
Adrian Fishley to the role of Area Sales
Manager covering the South West and
South Wales. Adrian has a wealth of sales
management experience in the roofing
sector, particularly in pitched roofing.
Klober MD David Arendell commented,
“We are particularly fortunate to have
Adrian join our sales team given his
knowledge of roofing and customers in
the South West and Wales. It gives us the
best possible opportunity to expand our
merchant network and to develop our
specialisation in fields such as roofing
airtightness”.

Sievert Pro 88, double valve torch kit complete with 10 mtr hose,
hose failure valve, 500mm neck fitted with 60mm burner. The Pro
88 is the ideal torch system for heavy duty work. Its double
valve offers economical gas use; the small
valve gives pilot whilst the large
valve gives the main flame making
it the professional’s torch of choice.

l

Sievert’s Promatic roofing torch, which comes in the form of a
patented piezoelectric ignition system, delivering ‘trigger on – trigger
off’ control so the gas is lit only for
the time it is actually being used.
This means no more unattended
and dangerous flames on site and a
huge saving on the amount of gas
that is consumed, so good for the
pocket too.

FCA Regs Will Lead to More Credit Sales of Renewables

Enquiry 35
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12-14 September 2014
Screwfix LIVE 2014
Screwfix and its suppliers trade exhibition for trade and DIYers.
Demonstrations, competitions, and special on-stand offers. Free
Entry
Event City, Manchester http://screwfixlive.com/
7-8 October 2014
Timber Expo
Buyers & Specifiers Forum, seminar programme
2013: 4,611 visitors, 110 exhibitors
NEC Birmingham http://timber-expo.co.uk/
14-16 October 2014
Solar Energy UK
Includes Installer Central, Solar Business Seminar programme,
large-scale solar
2013: 2,424 visitors, 80 exhibitors
NEC, Birmingham http://uk.solarenergyevents.com/
5-6 November 2014
FutureBuild 2014
Inaugural conference on legal, political, practical and financial
issues affecting sustainable housing, renewable energy and
community energy schemes.
Sheffield City Hall, Sheffield http://www.futurebuild.eu/
7-9 November 2014
Northern Homebuilding and Renovating Show
Homebuilding and self-build. Products, methods, debate
Daily seminars, demonstrations and product features.
Harrogate International Centre, Harrogate
www.homebuilding.co.uk/events/northern-homebuilding
13-15 November 2014
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The FCA’s appointment as consumer credit regulator has sent
ripples across the industry, with installers concerned about
what it will mean for their business and the lengthy process to
become authorised to offer credit. Andy Wallace, Managing
Partner of Consumer Credit Solutions, said, ‘Installers are
apprehensive about compliance and the potential penalties for
getting it wrong, but it’s my personal belief that if installers put
the interests of the customer first and play by the rules, they
have little to fear.’ As part of the authorisation process,
installers have to provide a business plan, financial forecasts,
and information about promotional materials. Companies also
need a complaints-handling procedure and training records for
sales staff. Andy added, ‘Smaller installers are particularly
concerned about the effort involved, but the benefits of offering
credit, in my opinion, far outweigh the negatives. Finance has
been a game changer for the renewables sector. In the early
days of solar customers typically used their savings to invest in
panels but it’s fair to say the “low hanging fruit” has now gone.
It’s become a business imperative for installers to offer
customers finance options so they can invest in renewable
energy products they otherwise could not afford.’

Events for the roofing industry

Icopal welcomes a new recruit –Tim Bicknell as
Area Technical Manager - Synthetics and Liquids.
In this role, Tim will be covering the central part
of the UK, promoting the sale of Icopal’s
extensive synthetic and liquid waterproofing
range.
Tim brings with him over 13 years of
experience in specification sales, six and a half of
which have been in the roofing industry working
for Bauder and then for Cefil UK. Tim’s roofing
experience covers all types of roofing solutions
including bituminous, single ply, hot melt, liquid
waterproofing and green roofs. Tim said, “In my
new role, I will be calling on all customer groups
including architects, main contractors and
roofing contractors. Icopal has a great reputation
and I am very much looking forward to building
relationships and growing Icopal’s synthetic and
liquid waterproofing market share.” For more
information on Icopal visit www.icopal.co.uk.
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The Skills Show 2014
UK’s largest skills & careers event. NFRC Young Roofers
Competition Finals. Roofing skills, apprenticeship and
demonstrations.
2013: 80,000 visitors
NEC, Birmingham www.theskillsshow.com
3-5 March 2015
Ecobuild
The biggest sustainable construction trade show.
Prominent policy debate, seminar programme, live
demonstrations.
2014: 44,538 visitors, 1003 exhibitors
Excel Centre, London www.ecobuild.co.uk
28-30 April 2015

SIEVERT UK Ltd

0121 506 1810

sales@sievertuk.co.uk

www.sievert.se

For the chance to get two Sievert Roofing
Torch Kits for FREE just complete the
Advertising Enquiry Card and tick the
Reader Offer box or email your details to
readeroffer@roofingtoday.co.uk
The winner will be selected at random from
all entries received before

26th August 2014

Contact details will not be passed to third parties

The Natural Stone Show
Showcase event for UK stone industry.
Architecture, conservation, design.
2013: 5,600 visitors, 220 exhibitors
Excel Centre, London www.stoneshow.co.uk
28-30 April 2015
The Build Show
New Show aimed at builders, contractors, housebuilders,
merchants and construction professionals. Includes
comprehensive seminar programme, information and guidance,
policy & legislation, health & safety, regulations and CPD.
NEC, Birmingham http://www.buildshow.co.uk/
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